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Dates of 2019 Meetings
15 March

21 June

13 September

1 November

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY
COMMUNITY PLANNING PARTNERSHIP BOARD
Meeting of Friday 13 September 2019
at 10.30am in Sanquhar Town Hall, High Street,
Sanquhar DG4 6BW
Members
Elaine Murray - Leader
Chair
Dumfries and Galloway Council
Nick Morris - Chair
Vice Chair
NHS Dumfries and Galloway
Jeff Ace - Chief Executive
NHS Dumfries and Galloway (advisor)
Colin Cook - Location Director for Dumfries and Galloway
Scottish Government (observer)
Rob Davidson - Councillor
Dumfries and Galloway Council
Archie Dryburgh - Councillor
Dumfries and Galloway Council
Norma Austin Hart - Chief Executive
Third Sector Dumfries and Galloway (advisor)
Bill Robertson - Dumfries and Galloway Housing Sector
Iain Boddy - Dumfries and Galloway Third Sector
Helen Keron - Dumfries and Galloway Third Sector
Sheena Horner - Dumfries and Galloway Private Sector
Brian Johnstone - Dumfries and Galloway Further and Higher
Education Sector
Jane Maitland - Councillor
Dumfries and Galloway Council
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Craig McGoldrick - Local Senior Officer, Scottish Fire and Rescue
Service, Dumfries and Galloway Division (advisor)
Elaine Morrison - Scottish Enterprise (advisor)
Graham Nicol - Councillor
Dumfries and Galloway Council
Linda Jones - Local Commander, Police Scotland,
Dumfries and Galloway Division (advisor)
Gavin Stevenson - Chief Executive
Dumfries and Galloway Council (advisor)
Andrew Wood - Chairman
SWestrans
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13 September

1 November

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY
COMMUNITY PLANNING PARTNERSHIP BOARD
Friday, 13 September 2019
10.30am-12.30pm
Sanquhar Town Hall, High Street, Sanquhar DG4 6BW

AGENDA
10.30am

1. DRAFT MINUTE OF MEETING OF DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY
COMMUNITY PLANNING PARTNERSHIP BOARD ON 21 JUNE 2019

10.35am

2. BORDERLANDS INCLUSIVE GROWTH DEAL

11.05am

3. A WORKING FRAMEWORK FOR EMPLOYABILITY AND SKILLS IN
DUMFRIES & GALLOWAY

11.35am

4. BUSINESS UPDATE – JUNE 2019

11.45am

5. CURRENT KEY STRATEGIC ISSUES UPDATE – SEPTEMBER
2019

12noon

6. SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT CONSULTATION - STRATEGIC
POLICE PRIORITIES – COMMUNITY PLANNING PARTNERSHIP
RESPONSE

12.20pm

7. FUTURE PROGRAMME FOR THE COMMUNITY PLANNING
PARTNERSHIP BOARD

12.30pm

CLOSE
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Item 1

DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY
COMMUNITY PLANNING PARTNERSHIP BOARD
Friday 21 June 2019
Lesser Hall, Dalbeattie Town Hall, High Street, Dalbeattie
Present
Elaine Murray - Leader
(Chair)
Dumfries and Galloway Council
Nick Morris - Chair
(Chair)
NHS Dumfries & Galloway
Jeff Ace - Chief Executive, NHSD&G (advisor)
Iain Boddy - Dumfries and Galloway Third Sector
Colin Cook - Scottish Government (observer)
Iain Howie - Councillor
(substitute)
Dumfries and Galloway Council
Linda Jones - Police Scotland
Dumfries and Galloway Division (advisor)
Craig McGoldrick - Scottish Fire and Rescue Service, Dumfries and
(substitute)
Galloway Division (advisor)
David Rennie - Stakeholder and Partnerships
(substitute)
Scottish Enterprise (advisor)
Bill Robertson - Dumfries and Galloway Housing Sector
Gavin Stevenson - Chief Executive, Dumfries and Galloway Council
(advisor)
Andrew Wood - Chair
SWestrans
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Apologies
Norma Austin Hart - Third Sector Dumfries and Galloway (advisor)
Sheena Horner - Dumfries and Galloway Private Sector
Helen Keron - Dumfries and Galloway Third Sector
Brian Johnston - Dumfries and Galloway Further and Higher
Education
Hamish McGhie - Scottish Fire and Rescue Service, Dumfries and
Galloway Division (advisor)
Jane Maitland - Dumfries and Galloway Council
Elaine Morrison - Scottish Enterprise (advisor)

In attendance
Lauren Asher -

Year of Young People(YoTYP) Support Worker,
DGC (Item 4)

Gillian Brydson -

Acting Director Children, Young people and
Lifelong Learning Directoate, DGC(Item 2)

Grace Cordoza -

Managing Director of Sleeping Giants (Item 3)

Laura Gibson Nicola Hill Wendy Jesson Rebecca McQuaker -

Liz Manson -

Mark Molloy Jayne Moore Phil Myers -

Health and Wellbeing Specialist, NHSD&G (Item 2)
Programme Manager, LEADER, DGC (Item 3)
Anti-Poverty Officer, DGC (Item 2)
Youth Worker and YoYP Legacy Worker, DGC
(Item 4)
Community Planning and Engagement Manager
(Items 5,7 and 8)
Young People Manager, DGC (Item 4)
Dumfries and Galloway Housing Sector (observer)
Health and Wellbeing Specialist, NHS (Item 2)
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Community Engagement Manager

Derry Rogers -

Amaze Me, LEADER (Item 3)
6 members and 6 advisors present from 8 partners.
The Chair WELCOMED everyone to the meeting of the Community Planning Partnership
(CPP) Board, and HIGHLIGHTED the business of the meeting would focus on the work of
local young people, and how partners are supporting them to develop and plan their own
futures.
1.
DRAFT MINUTE OF MEETING OF DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY
COMMUNITY PLANNING PARTNERSHIP BOARD ON 15 MARCH 2019
1.1 APPROVED as a correct record.
1.2

Arising from Item 2, (Brexit Update) NOTED:
• The Scottish Government has agreed an additional £50,000 be paid to each
Council in 2020 to fund Brexit preparations
• The Council’s Resilience Manager is producing a Briefing on the analysis of
the survey results of 32 Councils on the issues associated with Brexit
• Members will be given an update in September/October
ACTION: RESILIENCE MANAGER, DGC

1.3
Arising from Item 3, NOTED Play Scotland are meeting officers about a
programme of engagement to take forward opportunities identified at the last Board
meeting.
ACTION: CHAIR, CHILDREN’S SERVICES EXECUTIVE GROUP/\COMMUNITY
PLANNING AND ENGAGEMENT MANAGER
2.
DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY ANNUAL CHILD POVERTY ACTION PLAN
REPORT 2018/19
2.1 NOTED that the region’s first Child Poverty Action Plan is very much a work in
progress, with difficulties encountered in identifying the changes in children’s lives that this
Plan can achieve as tackling child poverty requires macro-economic solutions; NOTED
ALSO that challenges had also been experienced prioritising the issues to be included in
the Report; and ENDORSED the Annual Reoport for 2018/19;
2.2 DISCUSSED the challenges faced around this agenda which include: the invisible
nature of child poverty, low wages in our region, cost of living, stigma around poverty, rural
transportation and aligning this work with Pupil Equity Fund decisions being made by
schools;
2.3 AGREED that the Action Plan for 2019/20 should be updated to include a number of
actions that address and mitigate the impact of child poverty, including for example:
reducing the cost of the school day (e.g. school trips, pupil contributions to some classes);
and auto enrolment for Free School Meals and clothing grants. The lack of involvement of
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all partners in the development of this first Report and Plan was HIGHLIGHTED as
collaborative working and a “Whole System Approach” would bring additional resources to
this work; and
2.4 FURTHER AGREED that an update report on the Action Plan be submitted to the
Board within 6 months.
ACTION: CHAIR, CHILDREN’S SERVICES EXECUTIVE GROUP
3.

AMAZE ME LEADER

3.1 RECEIVED a presentation (Amaze Me Leader) from Grace Cordoza, Nicola Hill and
Derry Rogers about the Amaze Me project, designed to engage young people in thinking
about rural development and encourage their participation in decision making in the place
where they live;
3.2 DISCUSSED the challenges in involving young people in decision making and
NOTED the important legacy of the project, as ideas and suggestions need to be taken
forward, with additional funding and changes in organisational structures/ models needed
to make them more relevant to young people;
3.3 AGREED that a way of involving young people in the Community Planning Partnership
decision-making should be developed, to find new ways to interact with planners/decision
makers; and
ACTION: COMMUNITY PLANNING AND ENGAGEMENT MANAGER
3.4 FURTHER AGREED that transportation should be looked at differently and that
forthcoming work by the Council, as part of its Transformation Programme offered an
opportunity to do this.
ACTION: TRANSPORTATION MANAGER, DGC
4.

YEAR OF YOUNG PEOPLE IN DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY LEGACY

4.1 RECEIVED a presentation from Mark Molly, Rebecca McQuaker and Lauren Asher
illustrating how 10,000 Voices report and establishment of the Youth Council are the
significant legacies of the national Year of Young People 2018;
4.2 NOTED 10,000 Voices is the largest ever consultation of young people within Dumfries and
Galloway and AGREED Community Planning partners consider the findings in relation to their
own services and activites;
4.3 NOTED the Youth Council, a group of young people elected by their peers is currently
undergoing an Induction programme and will be getting involved in a range of planning and
decision making activity from autumn onwards; and
4.4 FURTHER AGREED to have an annual joint event with Youth Councillors and other young
people’s groups working around in decision-making and engagement e.g. AMAZE ME LEADER
programme.
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ACTION: COMMUNITY PLANNING AND ENGAGEMENT MANAGER
Gavin Stevenson left the meeting – 6 members and 5 advisors present from 8
partners
5.
PUBLIC HEALTH REFORM CONSULTATION – COMMUNITY PLANNING
PARTNERSHIP RESPONSE
5.1 HIGHLIGHTED the importance of the Whole System Approach and culture change
being fundamental elements of the Public Health Reform programme;
5.2 AGREED the Board Chair and Vice Chair along with the Chair of the Executive Group
finalise the response and submit it by the deadline of 8 July 2019, as some partners
(notably NHSD&G) were still to prepare their response; and
5.3 AGREED to consider the Chair of the Integration Joint Board being a member of the
Community Planning Partnership Bord in our next annual review of membership in
November 2019
ACTION: COMMUNITY PLANNING AND ENGAGEMENT MANAGER
6. SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE STRATEGIC PLAN CONSULTATION –
COMMUNITY PLANNING PARTNERSHIP RESPONSE
6.1 NOTED the opportunity for individual partners to contribute to the Scottish Fire and
Rescue Service national Plan and AGREED that a partnership response be submitted,
drawing on individual proposals; and
6.2 NOTED that first response support is still a service of SFRS.
ACTION: COMMUNITY PLANNING AND ENGAGEMENT MANAGER
7. CURRENT KEY STRATEGIC ISSUES UPDATE
7.1 NOTED additional feature of each plan describing their contribution to Public Health
Priorities
7.2 Anti-Poverty Strategy
NOTED
7.3 Children’s Services Plan
NOTED
7.4 Community Learning and Development (CLD) Partners’ Strategic Plan
NOTED
7.5 Health and Social Care Strategic Plan
7.5.1 NOTED
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7.5.2 WELCOMED the suggestion of a Workshop for Members of the CPP Board and the
Integration Joint Board around Public Health Priorities and AGREED that ideally it would
take place before the end of the calendar year.
ACTION: CHIEF OFFICER, HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE PARTNERSHIP/ACTING
DIRECTOR PUBLIC HEALTH
7.6 Local Development Plan 2
NOTED and HIGHLIGHTED the adoption of the Local Development Plan 2 is to be
considered by Full Council on 27 June 2019.
7.7
Local Housing Strategy
NOTED
7.8
Regional Economic Strategy
NOTED
7.9
Regional Transport Strategy
NOTED
7.10. AGREED that as part of the Annual round table sessions with young people, that the
Updates on these Plans and Strategies chould indicate their contribution and links with
young people and their response to the 10,000 Voices Findings in particualr.
ACTION: ALL LEAD OFFICERS
8. BUSINESS UPDATE – JUNE 2019
8.1 DISCUSSED the number of Community Council representatives to join the CPP Board
and AGREED that four representatitives be identified, who would attend on a rotational
basis as the Board meetings moved around the region;
8.2 AGREED that the annual review of membership and our operational arrangements in
November should include benchmarking inforamtion about the membership of other CPP
Boards, and also suggestions for other meeting formats.
ACTION: COMMUNITY PLANNING AND ENGAGEMENT MANAGER
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Dumfries and Galloway

13 September 2019

Community Planning Partnership Board
Item 2
Report Title: Borderlands Inclusive Growth Deal
1. Situation:
1.1. Heads of Terms was signed by the both the UK and Scottish Governments and the local
authority partners of Carlisle City, Cumbria County, Dumfries and Galloway, Northumberland and
Scottish Borders Councils on 1 July 2019. This was a significant milestone in formalising the
working relationship between the partners.
1.2 The Heads of Terms (HoT) document (appendix 1) provides clarity on the projects and
programmes that the partners will now progress to the next stage and eventually move towards
signing final Deal.
1.3 Local authority partners, with input from both governments) are now moving towards
developing Outline Business Cases (OBCs) for the projects and programme outlined in the HoT
document.
1.4 The combined investment through the Borderlands Inclusive Growth Deal is £394.5m. £350m
from the two governments with investment in Scotland being £150m; £85m from Scottish
Government and £65m from UK Government. The outstanding £44.5m is from local partners.
1.5 It is anticipated that the proposed interventions will generate around £1.1 billion of Gross
Value Added uplift and deliver around 5,500 jobs in the region.

2. Background:
2.1 The original Borderlands Inclusive Growth Proposition was submitted at the end of September
2017 to both the UK and Scottish Governments, by the Leaders of the five local authorities
making up the Borderlands Partnership. The initial aim for the Proposition was for Borderlands to
be mentioned in the Chancellor of the Exchequer’s Budget Statement on 22 November 2017 –
and this was successful.
2.2 Subsequently the Borderlands inclusive Growth proposal was submitted on 25 September
2018 for formal consideration by both governments. This resulted in the quantum of £345m being
announced in March 2019. At this point in time no detail on potential areas of funding was
announced apart from £5m toward Alnwick Garden in Northumberland.
2.3 The submission made in September centred around a cohesive strategic investment approach
to deliver the inclusive growth potential to our communities. Our approach is a carefully targeted
and integrated programme to improve the capacity of our people and of our place.
2.4 We based the approach on four thematic areas and a series of supporting projects. These
being Digital Borderlands; Borderlands Energy Investment Company; Quality of Place;
Destination Borderlands; Knowledge Exchange Network; Business Infrastructure; Carlisle Station
Gateway; Chapelcross; Mountain Bike Innovation centre; Berwick Theatre and Conference Centre
and Border Railway feasibility study.
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2.5 The above approach was generally accepted by both governments for funding; further detail
on the projects and the potential funding allocated can be found in the newsletter Appendix 2 and
in the Project Funding Overview provided at Appendix 3.
3. Key issues:
3.1 Developing OBCs to move towards signing full Deal. The Borderlands team and supporting
staff in each organisation are now working towards the development of OBCs. These documents
will be subject to scrutiny through the Borderlands governance framework and consideration by
the funding government prior to moving to full business case and subsequently the release of
funds.
3.2 It is anticipated that Full Deal will take up to 12 months to complete and no money will flow
until then.

4. Recommendations:
4.1 Note the significance in securing Heads of Terms for the Borderlands Inclusive Growth deal
4.2 Note the direction of travel in securing the final Deal.

Donna Mounce, Policy Advisor and Chris Travis, Borderlands Lead Officer
5 September 2019
Appendices:
Appendix 1 Heads of Terms
Appendix 2 July Newsletter
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Borderlands Growth Deal
Heads of Terms Agreement
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Our signing of this document confirms our joint commitment to achieve the full
implementation of the Borderlands Growth Deal.

...................................................
The Rt Hon David Mundell MP
Secretary of State for Scotland
UK Government

...................................................
Michael Matheson MSP
Cabinet Secretary for Transport,
Infrastructure and Connectivity
Scottish Government

...................................................
Jake Berry MP
Minister for the Northern Powerhouse
and Local Growth
UK Government

...................................................
Cllr John Mallinson

...................................................
Cllr Stewart Young

...................................................
Cllr Elaine Murray

Leader of Cumbria County Council

Leader of Dumfries and Galloway
Council

...................................................
Cllr Peter Jackson

...................................................
Cllr Shona Haslam

Leader of Northumberland County
Council

Leader of Scottish Borders Council

Leader of Carlisle City Council
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. The Borderlands region comprises the five local authority areas of Carlisle City,
Cumbria County, Dumfries and Galloway, Northumberland County and Scottish
Borders. The Borderlands authorities have been working together since 2014 to
develop a strong working relationship, and a joint strategy to secure investment for
priority projects that will accelerate economic growth for the benefit of individuals,
businesses and communities across the region.
2. The Borderlands is home to over 1 million people over a combined geography that
comprises 10% of the UK landmass. The rural nature of the area presents
particular challenges and opportunities that the growth deal will seek to address,
to ensure the region can achieve its vision for inclusive growth, building on its
strengths as a place to live, work, visit and invest.
3. The Borderlands economy has three main challenges: narrowing the productivity
gap; increasing the working age population and delivering inclusive growth. Locally
developed proposals designed to address these challenges and harness the
region’s substantial assets to accelerate economic growth focus on making
improvements to transport, skills, place and regeneration, digital infrastructure,
energy, business growth, rural innovation, culture and tourism.
4. The UK and Scottish governments will work collaboratively with the Borderlands
Partners to deliver a deal that will help to transform the regional economy. Both
governments are committed to continuing their support for the region to harness
its full economic potential. This “Heads of Terms” document defines the broad
activities that the governments hope to support, subject to business cases that
confirm these activities are viable, value for money, sustainable and State Aid
compliant to the satisfaction of both governments. It does not form a legally binding
contract.
5. The combined investments of the UK and Scottish Governments will commit up
to £350 million to the Borderlands Growth Deal. Local authority partners will
contribute up to £44.5 million towards the deal. Taken together this will result in a
significant overall growth deal package worth up to £394.5 million for the region.
Borderlands Partners predict that the proposed interventions will generate around
£1.1 billion of Gross Value Added uplift and deliver around 5500 jobs in the region.
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THE COMMITMENTS
6. The information below broadly defines the areas and activities to be prioritised for
support through the Borderlands Growth Deal. Support for the proposed projects and
activities will be subject to the development and approval of business cases to the
satisfaction of the sponsoring government or governments. Business case information
must satisfy the relevant governments that the proposed activities are feasible,
sustainable, value for money and will deliver suitable returns on investment. The
governments must also be satisfied that the business cases are State Aid compliant.
Place
Quality of Place
7. The place proposal includes a programme of investment to stimulate the
repurposing and reinvention of towns and centres across the Borderlands area to
create places that are economically vibrant, resilient to change and that attract a
working age population. Supporting communities to thrive is a pillar of growth deal
investment in the Borderlands area and both governments will work with local partners
to fund place based initiatives across the region.
8. As part of the £85 million which the Scottish Government is committing to the deal
to support activity in the south of Scotland, Scottish Ministers will invest up to £20
million to enhance the quality of places, creating thriving rural hubs that support
community cohesion and attract visitors and investment. This investment aligns with
the Scottish Government’s Town Centre Action Plan and Place Principle which aims
to facilitate a more joined-up, collaborative approach to utilising the services and
assets within a place to achieve better outcomes for local people and communities.
Destination Borderlands
9. Tourism is a priority sector for the Borderlands region, with over 60 million visitors
a year to assets of global significance, including two World Heritage Sites, at a value
of over £1.3 billion to the area.
10.
Borderlands Partners have identified strategic priorities for Destination
Borderlands investment, including a world-renowned tourist attraction Alnwick
Gardens, which consistently welcomes more than 300,000 visitors a year to the north
east of England. In supporting this sector, UK Government will invest up to £5 million,
subject to business case approval, for the development of the Lilidorei play village, a
year-round visitor attraction to boost local economic growth.
11. The Scottish Government will invest up to £31 million through the Borderlands
Deal in developing tourist attractions in Scotland identified as priorities by the local
partners. The specific projects to be considered for support through the deal, to
maximise the region’s appeal as a leading outdoor and adventure tourism destination,
are Stranraer Marina, The River Tweed Walking and Cycling Route, and maximising
the Seven Stanes mountain biking network. Support for the proposed projects will be
subject to full business case approval and appropriate partner contributions.
The Star of Caledonia
12. A landmark sculpture situated on the border between England and Scotland at
Gretna, the Star of Caledonia aims to stimulate economic growth by attracting visitors
3
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to the region. Up to £1.5 million of UK Government money will be provided for the
project, conditional on remaining funding being raised within the current planning
permission window of 3 years. Full business case approval will be required along with
proof of gap funding in order to release the investment. If the additional funding is not
found during this time frame, the UK Government £1.5 million will revert to one of the
other whole of Borderlands projects funded by the UK Government in Scotland.
Berwick Theatre and Conference Centre
13. To support the visitor economy and local growth in the town, UK Government will
invest in Berwick Theatre and Conference Centre to facilitate culture led regeneration
and economic development in the area.
Infrastructure
Transport Connectivity
14. Transport Connectivity is vital for joining up the communities and maximising the
economic potential of the Borderlands region.
15. The UK and Scottish Governments will work together through the deal to consider
the potential to extend the Borders Railway.
16. Up to £5 million of funding will be made available by each Government through
the deal to progress the evidence base, options appraisal and feasibility work on
Carlisle to Tweedbank rail options.
17. The Scottish Government will progress the evidence base through the Strategic
Transport Project Review process already underway through Transport Scotland. The
UK Government Department for Transport will progress complementary feasibility
work on these options with a wider UK perspective.
18. The two Governments will work together to align their work, enabling a shared
understanding of the cross border benefits and challenges of these options.
Digital
19. The Borderlands Growth Deal will invest in improving digital and mobile
connectivity across the whole region. In dispersed rural areas, digital and mobile
connectivity is recognised as a significant barrier to growth. This programme will seek
to directly address this challenge through investing in the infrastructure required to
enable businesses and communities to remotely access services and markets.
20. As part of the £65 million funding the UK Government is committing to the South
of Scotland through the deal, the UK Government will invest up to £16.2 million in the
South of Scotland to support enhanced digital connectivity. Building on work
undertaken by UK and Scottish governments, a detailed business case will be
developed to ensure investment is targeted at not-spot locations that will help realise
the ambition of comprehensive full-fibre and mobile connectivity across the whole of
the Borderlands. The Scottish Government is already investing in the R100
programme and to complement this there will be a voucher scheme in Cumbria and
Northumberland and potentially in Scotland that will facilitate the delivery of gigabit
connectivity in not-spot locations.
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Carlisle Station Gateway
21. The proposal is to create a new high-profile gateway development for Carlisle that
will boost economic prosperity by attracting people to live, study and work in the area.
This will comprise of three connected projects. Firstly, UK Government will invest up
to £15 million in improvements at Carlisle Railway Station, as the largest station in the
Borderlands, to enhance connectivity and access into the wider Borderlands region.
22. Secondly, UK Government will invest, subject to business case, in the city
regeneration of Carlisle as a focal point for higher education, business and cultural
interaction, serving the Borderlands region. Government has provided £250,000 in
funding to support the development of a robust proposal and local partners, working
with the University of Cumbria and other key local stakeholders, are exploring options
to deliver higher level skills improvements and new job opportunities, including at the
site of the historic Citadel buildings.
23. Thirdly, working with Homes England, UK Government will also, subject to
business case, support investment in the Caldew Riverside area to unlock and develop
important brownfield sites.
Business Infrastructure
24. The UK Government will invest in infrastructure to support business growth and
productivity, allowing Cumbria and the North East to realise the ambitious Local
Industrial Strategies that they are currently developing.
25. The Scottish Government will invest up to £15.5 million to improve business
infrastructure in the south of Scotland, stimulate business growth and support job
creation. Investment in this area will enhance the area’s inward investment offer to
higher value sectors, and meet the growth needs of local businesses.
26. The Scottish Government will consider a contribution to the development of
Chapelcross from the overall funding available to support business infrastructure
across the region, once the business case is more developed.
Innovation and Skills
Rural Innovation
27. The UK Government and the Scottish Government will jointly fund up to £8 million,
subject to business case approval, to support the development of a Dairy Innovation
Centre to be based in Dumfries and Galloway to maximise the value of the region’s
dairy sector.
28. The forestry and wood sector in the Borderlands is an asset to the region which
can deliver substantial low carbon growth and contribute towards sustainable
economic development. Forestry and wood processing are a significant employers
and contributors to the economic growth of the Borderlands region. Recognising this
key sector, the Borderlands Partners will bring forward proposals for a Forestry
Innovation Zone as an exemplar for the sector.
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29. To underpin the development of the rural economy the UK and Scottish
governments will jointly fund up to £5 million in Scotland, and the Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs will also contribute up to £5 million in England
which is additional to the March quantum statement. Both governments will work
collaboratively with partners to establish the best way to deliver a challenge fund for
businesses and land managers to trial environmentally friendly pilots of the
Borderlands natural capital, advance sector strategies and measures to capture and
analyse real time information to maximise product yield, minimise pollution, promote
carbon capture and flood management. These interventions could form the
development of a Natural Capital Innovation Zone across the Borderlands region.
Mountain Bike Innovation Centre
30. UK Government will invest up to £19 million, subject to business case approval,
in the development of a world class Mountain Bike Innovation Centre to create a
business focused research facility to test, manufacture and develop mountain biking
technology building on the Borderlands region’s existing assets and expertise.
31. By offering innovation and business development services under one roof there
will be opportunities to develop a local supply chain and a mountain bike and
adventure sports industry cluster.
32. Included in the UK Government investment is support for a mountain bike and
adventure park adjacent to the innovation centre. The bike park will support the
innovation centre with a test track for product testing, providing immediate product
feedback. The park will also operate as a tourist facility and world class mountain bike
destination.
Learning and Skills
33. Talented people are the cornerstone of any successful economy, and it is vital
they have access to the best training and development opportunities possible.
34. The Scottish Government will invest up to £7 million in developing the South of
Scotland Skills and Learning Network, with a focus on the visitor economy. The
network will use advanced technology to deliver high quality teaching across the
region, to deliver on strategic priorities identified in the South of Scotland Regional
Skills Investment Plan. The partners will also explore the potential to deliver a
hospitality training facility, run as a social enterprise, to deliver the practical skills
needed by industry, and invest in community development.
35. The network will support further and higher education collaboration that allows
students and businesses to access flexible training and upskilling that supports
business and wider economic growth. The partners will work closely with local people,
businesses, colleges, universities and other stakeholders to design and deliver
programmes that meets local employment needs.
Green Growth
Energy
36. Supporting the region’s vision for a strategic whole systems approach to energy
across the Borderlands region, UK Government will be investing up to £31 million,
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subject to business case approval, in Scotland and England in local feasibility and
demonstrator energy projects delivered by a Borderlands Energy Investment
Company established by the five Borderlands local authorities.
37. The first stage will involve the development of a regional energy masterplan to
guide the development of local feasibility and energy demonstrator projects, in close
consultation with both governments, to identify opportunities with clear economic
potential, building on previous work. Both governments will be invited to develop
and approve the final scope of works for the masterplan.
Chapelcross
38. The Borderlands Partners aim is to realise the potential of the 200-hectare former
nuclear Chapelcross site through the creation of a large scale strategic mixed use
employment site for Borderlands with significant wider economic impact.
39. The UK Government will invest up to £7.8 million in the former nuclear power plant
site at Chapelcross in Dumfries and Galloway. The UK Government and the Scottish
Government will work with the Borderlands Partners to help continue the development
of a business case for the site.
40. The Nuclear Decommissioning Authority will work closely with the Borderlands
councils and other partners to support the initiative. In particular, it will continue to
welcome bids for funding from them related to redeveloping the land around
Chapelcross.
GOVERNANCE AND ASSURANCE
41. Strong and effective leadership and governance is paramount to both successful
implementation and providing assurance to governments, local authorities and wider
regional partners. To date, the deal has been developed through joint working by the
region’s local authorities and the partners have consulted and engaged extensively to
develop proposals and a governance approach that will deliver transformative
economic growth.
42. Local partners will demonstrate the feasibility, viability and value for money case
for each project and programme before funding is made available. As such, all
commitments in this document are subject to the approval of business cases which
are in accordance with relevant departmental and government policies and the
identification of relevant legal powers.
43. Projects are locally led and owned, with the Borderlands Growth Deal local
authorities being accountable for the financial management of the deal and
responsible for any liabilities incurred in the delivery of the growth deal.
44. Borderlands Partners will establish and refine a model of governance through a
local partnership agreement. This should meet the expectations set out in the Regional
Partnerships work stream of phase 2 of Scotland’s Enterprise and Skills Review. As
part of new investment in the regional economy, ministers from both governments
expect that the governance arrangements will include effective engagement with
Scottish Enterprise, South of Scotland Enterprise, Skills Development Scotland, the
7
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relevant Local Enterprise Partnerships and the North of Tyne Combined Authority in
England, the tertiary education and third sectors, as well as meaningful input from
senior business and industry leaders.
45. Local partners will work with both the Scottish and UK governments to develop a
final deal document, a detailed implementation plan, a financial plan that takes account
of affordability over the lifespan of the deal, together with monitoring and evaluation
frameworks and associated business cases for all projects and programmes receiving
funding from the growth deal.
46. Growth deal funding committed by the Scottish Government will be delivered over
a 10 year period and UK Government funding over a 15 year period.
47. The Scottish Government is developing an Inclusive Growth Monitoring
Framework which will incorporate indicators to measure progress towards the five high
level inclusive growth outcomes (Productivity, Participation, Population, People, and
Place) and will expect growth deal evaluation and monitoring reports to align with this.
48. Local partners will work with the Scottish and UK governments to agree a
communications strategy and an operating protocol. Both documents will set out how
communications about the deal and its associated activities are taken forward in a way
that meets the needs of the regional partners as well as both governments.
ENDS
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Borderlands Inclusive Growth Deal
Heads of Terms Update - July 2019

On Monday 1 July, the Leaders of the Borderlands Councils and UK and Scottish Government Ministers signed a Heads of Terms agreement setting out the
framework, projects and programmes that are included in the Borderlands Inclusive Growth Deal. This announcement is the result of collaborative cross-border
working between the Borderlands Councils and has secured a £394.5 million investment package for the benefit of our region - made up of UK and Scottish
Governments’ investment combined with financial support from the Borderlands partners.
We look forward to continuing the work of the partnership and engagement with UK and Scottish Governments over the coming months as we develop project
business cases and move towards agreement on the Final Deal package.

The Story So Far
In September 2018, the Borderlands Partners
submitted a Deal proposal to the UK and Scottish
Governments. The investment priorities and
themes outlined in the proposal were designed and
developed by the five Borderlands partner authorities
to drive inclusive growth, deliver significant and
lasting economic benefits for individuals, businesses
and communities right across the region.
The Deal Proposal comprised of:
• Six key programmes: Digital; Borderlands Energy
Investment Company; Destination Borderlands;
Quality of Place; Knowledge Exchange Network
and Business Infrastructure Programme.
• Four place-based projects: the redevelopment
of Chapelcross former power station; Mountain
Bike Innovation Centre; Berwick Theatre and
Conference Centre; Carlisle Station Gateway; and
• A feasibility study for Borders Railway extension.
In March 2019 the Scottish and UK Governments
announced a Deal worth £345 million based on the
proposal submitted in September 2018. This level of
investment will deliver around 5,500 job opportunities,
attract more than four million extra tourists to the
area, improve mobile and digital connections and
unlock investment in towns across the region
generating a predicted uplift of £1.1 billion to the
region’s GVA.

Since making the submission in September 2018,
we have continued to work with officials from both
Governments to refine and strengthen the proposals,
particularly in relation to the programmes.
The main area of change relates to the Knowledge
Exchange Network, which is now being taken forward
as Rural Skills and Innovation. This is a result of the
identification of new and distinct approaches that
are focused on key sectors and respond to the rural
nature of the Borderlands economy. These include:
• The concept for a Natural Capital Innovation
Zone to be formed which would include some
development work being undertaken for a Forestry
Innovation Centre, based in England but benefiting
the Borderlands. An additional £5 million has been
added to the Deal to support this project.
• The creation of a Dairy Innovation Centre, that
builds on the approach taken to support our
indigenous industries, and although based in
Scotland, it will work with farm businesses across
the Borderlands.
• The creation of the South of Scotland Learning
Network to improve skills and innovation in the
tourism sector.

With this investment from both Governments and
the additional investment that the Deal will attract,
our one million residents across the Borderlands
region will benefit from new and well-paid jobs and
have better digital connection.
We will encourage young people to stay and move
to our region and by increasing our working age
population create opportunities for new business
investment.
We will encourage more people to visit and
experience our rural region, spending money in
our local businesses. Our existing residents and
communities will see investment in their towns
through our Place Plan and our business
investment work.
We will invest in energy bringing new jobs and
generate cheaper energy for homes. Borderlands
aims to be the first carbon neutral region in the UK.

Positive Progress
The signing of the Heads of Terms is an important
milestone as it commits the Scottish Government and
UK Government to work collaboratively with the local
authorities and other Borderland regional partners to
deliver the Deal.
Importantly, all the ambitions and aspirations that were
outlined in the original Deal proposal have been carried
through, with all the projects proposed being included
within the Heads of Terms.
Since the funding announcement in March, in
addition to the work required to progress the Deal to
Head of Terms, the Borderlands partners have been
focusing on:
• Developing the initial business cases for the projects.
• Progressing the future governance arrangements.
• Establishing the future programme and project
management requirements.
Developing the business cases continues, with the aim
of completing detailed business cases and signing the
full Deal agreement this time next year. More detail of
this work will be shared as we go forward.

The partners will formalise the governance
arrangements by setting up a formal Partnership
Board which will include the five Leaders of the
local authorities, a private sector representative
from the Economic Forum (to be established) and
advisors from government and other private and
public bodies.
As part of our governance arrangements for the Deal
we will also be establishing Programme and Project
Boards to oversee delivery of activities that will be
funded through the Deal.

Some more detail on where the Deal investment
will be made is shown on the following pages.

Improving Places
Our places matter. This is where we live and work and it is important that this Deal helps improve the economic
performance of our towns. Whilst we will not be able to support all 80 towns in the Borderlands region, we will
target investment in places that will help boost economic activity across the region.

Place Programme
Recognising the importance of our smaller rural
market and coastal towns to the local economy,
this programme will provide funding to support
the revitalisation of smaller towns across the
Borderlands region.
Each town that is identified for inclusion within
the programme will develop a Place Plan for
how funding will be spent and how it will help
boost economic activity in the town.
This programme will help to create thriving
rural communities and will focus on the smaller
market and coastal towns that are not able to
access to the national Future High Street and
Stronger Towns Fund.
We will continue to work with partners to
identify the places that will benefit from the
Place Programme. As this progresses we will be
working communities to agree the detail of the
projects to be funded through the Programme.

Destination Borderlands
Raise the profile and appeal of the Borderlands as a
place to visit and support the delivery of new visitor
attractions. There are five sub-projects focusing on:

• Stranraer Marina will repurpose Stranraer and
Loch Ryan as a marine leisure destination to
create jobs and draw in new visitors.

• Hadrian’s Wall and the wider Roman Frontier
that will invest in routes, infrastructure and visitor
attractions to attract new audiences and greater
visitor spend along the length of the wall.

• Lillidorei, Alnwick Garden will build a
spectacular play village, incorporating
potentially the largest play structure of its type in
the world. This will convert the Alnwick Garden
into a multi-day all-year destination.

• See More Lake District that will create
opportunities to showcase what the Lake District
has to offer to the world and encourage visitors
to the wider Borderlands area.

Berwick Theatre and Conference Centre
Investment into a new theatre and conference
centre as the catalyst for cultural regeneration of
the town.

• Borderlands Walking and Cycling Routes
will establish the Borderlands as a national and
international destination for outdoor recreation by
enhancing the existing network of long-distance
walking and cycling routes and creating new
routes.
• River Tweed Route will create combination of
high-level walking routes, surfaced shared access
routes and riverside paths linking settlements and
towns along the route.

Enabling Infrastructure
Infrastructure is a significant challenge across the Borderlands and we recognise that this Deal cannot resolve
this. The Deal will therefore focus on areas where we can make a meaningful difference. The Deal will include
three infrastructure projects that are designed to improve connectivity and accessibility.

Borders Railway Extension Feasibility Study
Funding is being provided that will allow for
feasibility work to be undertaken to progress
the development of proposals for a new rail line
connecting Carlisle to Edinburgh linking with
the existing Tweedbank line. This is a genuine
cross-border project and important for improving
connectivity to and from our rural communities
through the Borderlands.
Digital Borderlands
Digital and mobile connectivity is critical to
future business performance and even more
so for dispersed rural communities. With
Government recognising the importance of
digital infrastructure in this Deal, the Borderlands
partners will progress the development of a
business case for investment in digital and
mobile infrastructure. In the meantime, the R100
programme in Scotland will enable delivery of
superfast coverage and to complement this
there will be a voucher scheme in Cumbria and
Northumberland that will facilitate delivery of
gigabit connectivity in not-spot locations.

Carlisle Station Gateway and Citadels
The proposal is to create a new high-profile
gateway development for Carlisle centred around
the Railway Station, the Citadel buildings and
Caldew Riverside that will boost economic
prosperity by attracting people to live, study and
work in the area.
The first phase of the Carlisle Station Gateway
project will be the improvements at Carlisle
Railway Station. Public consultation will be
undertaken later this year creating the opportunity
for wider engagement in the development of the
detailed business case for this project.
The second phase will be focused on the historic
Citadels area to establish the site as a focal point
for higher education, business and cultural uses.
Working with the University of Cumbria and
other key local stakeholders, Cumbria County
Council and Carlisle City Council are currently
exploring development options for the
regeneration of the site.

Encouraging Green Growth
Borderlands is committed to becoming a carbon neutral region. Our whole system approach to investing in green
energy, coupled with our plans to maximise the benefit from our outstanding natural resources will lead to a vibrant
economy driven by clean energy.

Energy Investment Company
An energy masterplan will be prepared for the
Borderlands with a commitment being made in
the Deal for there to be a capital fund of up to
£31 million for investment in energy projects.
The masterplan will seek to identify the energy
investment opportunities for the capital funding,
including trials for new energy generation and
energy reduction schemes as well as off-grid
renewable energy schemes that will support
inclusive growth through reducing energy costs
for local communities.
There will be opportunity for engagement with
stakeholders in the development of the energy
masterplan over the coming months.

Natural Capital Innovation Zone
Linked to the Innovation Centres for Dairy
and Forestry, this designation will present
opportunities to introduce new ways of working.
These will fuse together the best practice from
both environmental stewardship initiatives
(such as the Defra pioneers, landscape
partnerships, river trusts, forestry investment
zones. etc) and economic and social growth
initiatives (such as the LEADER, neighbourhood
and community planning, and strategic economic
plans) to maximise the full benefit from our
countryside within the context of responding to
climate change.

Supporting Business, Innovation and Skills
Creating the conditions for businesses to thrive is necessary for delivering against our objective of
increasing business productivity and inclusive growth. Borderlands funding will be focused on a number
of complementary projects and programmes to enable innovation and business growth.

Business Infrastructure Programme
The aim of this programme is to raise
productivity through investment in sites and
premises across the Borderlands region.
Working with the South of Scotland Enterprise
Agency and the two Local Enterprise
Partnerships, priority sites and premises will
be selected that best respond to economic
opportunities and can help to unlock business
investment and growth.
Chapelcross
Bring the site forward as a strategic inward
investment opportunity for employment and
energy uses.
Mountain Bike Innovation Centre
Establish Innerleithen as a world class
location for mountain bike tourism, investment
and innovation.

Rural Innovation and Skills
This will boost rural productivity and support rural
sectors. The projects within the programme are:
• Dairy Innovation Centre
Create a state-of-the-art centre for education
and innovation at the Scottish Rural University
College.
• South of Scotland Learning Network
Create a visitor economy Hub, along with
additional ‘spokes’ in more remote areas, to
help improve the skills available for the tourism
sector and visitor economy, with the aim of
enhancing the end customer experience.
• Forestry Innovation Centre
Develop with the forestry sector a centre
of excellence to showcase innovation that
would improve productivity across the whole
supply chain.

Next Steps
Before any investment is made, all the business
cases need to be further developed and
scrutinised on the way to agreeing the Final Deal
with UK and Scottish Governments.
We will be engaging with partners as we work
through the business case development process
to draw on the skills and experience from
businesses and communities across our region.
Some of this work will be project or theme
specific, some more general.

So if there’s an area or project that you would like
to contribute to, please email us and we’ll put you
in touch with the lead for that project. We’ll also
be establishing an Economic Forum which will be
made up a group of experts from the local area and
partner agencies. This group will provide advice
to the partnership board. Our website will also be
updated as we progress, so please keep an eye out
for updates.

We will be holding the second Borderlands
Conference in Charlton Hall, Northumberland
on Monday 7 October 2019. The conference will
provide the opportunity for stakeholders to engage
in the next stage of development of the projects
and programmes in the Deal. Look out for further
information and how to book your place at
www.borderlandsgrowth.com
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Appendix 3
Borderlands Inclusive Growth Deal Funding Overview
The following gives an outline of the allocation through the Borderlands Inclusive Growth
Deal to projects and programmes in the South of Scotland. Some projects are wholly in
either D&G or Borders but where the allocation is for the South of Scotland the division
hasn’t yet been agreed between D&G and Borders.
Digital (£16.2m UKG Scottish allocation)
The aims of Digital Borderlands are aligned with the UK Digital Strategy and
the Scottish Government’s Digital Strategy (2017). Our programme seeks to accelerate the
reach of digital connectivity and to lay future-proof foundations for economic growth. Our
ultimate ambition is to ensure all properties in the area have access to full fibre connectivity,
complemented with 4G and 5G mobile connectivity. This will dovetail with the R100
programme in Scotland
Energy (£14m UKG)
The Masterplan work will draw together the five-member authorities’ current energy work
and identify opportunities for collaboration through delivery of new and existing low carbon
and energy strategies and projects, where there is potential to benefit from economies of
scale and knowledge transfer. It will clearly set out the priorities for the Borderlands’ Energy
Investment Company, ensuring they are deliverable, flexible and realistic.
Destination (£31m SG £1.5m UKG)
We will deliver a programme of investment that focuses on priority projects identified by
partners, set out in our agreed investment objectives:
1) Build the reputation of the area as a tourism destination;
2) Raise the profile of the area in national and international markets;
3) Manage pressure on our most visited areas;
4) Deliver economic benefit across the Borderlands; and
5) Promote destination cohesiveness.
Stranraer Marina £16m to repurpose Stranraer and Loch Ryan as a vibrant, distinctive
marine leisure destination. The investment would create jobs, draw in new visitors and
catalyse the regeneration of the derelict port on Stranraer’s East Pier.
River Tweed Route £10m walking route starting in Moffat following the river’s route from
source to sea.
7 Stanes- £5m whilst not a Borderlands initiated project SG has allocated £5m to this project
the detail of which is unknown.
Star of Caledonia £1.5m again not a Borderlands initiated project the UK Government has
agreed to support on the basis that the group have to find the match funding and have a
time limit of 3 years to do so.
South of Scotland Skills & Learning Network Phase 2 – Visitor Economy Innovation
and Skills Academy- £7m
The Borderlands Partnership has recognised the need for the Borderlands Inclusive Growth
Deal to include an element that focuses on ‘skills’. Having made a number of earlier ‘skills’
related propositions, the Partnership is now proposing to build on the investment made by
SOSEP in the South of Scotland Skills & Learning Network, to create a Phase 2 of that initial
investment. Phase 2 is targeted at the visitor economy because of its significance to the
whole of the South of Scotland, thus providing opportunities for inclusive growth in
rural/countryside areas, as well as our small towns and settlements.
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Dairy Innovation Centre SRUC- £8m
The Dairy Research and Innovation Centre will deliver transformational and sector leading
research to farmers, businesses and other industry stakeholders across the Borderlands
region and the wider UK. The Centre will provide businesses in the Borderlands direct and
immediate access to award-winning dairy research and development; innovation within the
sector; and opportunities for market-leading knowledge exchange and skills development.
Business Infrastructure (£15.5m SG inc £7.5m for Chapelcross)
This SOBC establishes the case for funding for BIP with a focus on the English side of the
border in Cumbria and Northumberland. Our ask is for a commitment of £20m allocated to
spend in England. BIP will secure economic outcomes aligned to the Local Industrial
Strategies of Cumbria and the North East and the UK Industrial Strategy through six
investment objectives:
1) Create new and safeguarding existing higher value employment
2) Contribute to the attraction and retention of higher value businesses and employment
3) Facilitate increases in businesses’ productive capacity
4) Support businesses to grow and scale up to widen their market and export
5) Overcome the equity imbalances between rural and urban economies
6) Stimulate private (and inward) investment in businesses growth and business
infrastructure
Chapelcross- £7.8m UKG
Chapelcross is a large and complex site, and our emerging business case for redevelopment
is being built around a robust programme to take forward its redevelopment. The headline
objectives of our programme are to:
1) Create a large-scale strategic mixed-use employment site for Borderlands with significant
wider economic impact
2) Support the development of green energy production, storage and distribution solutions.
3) Maintain 100% beneficial use of the site over the full decommissioning period to 2095 (in
line with Energy Act 2004 requirements) and beyond
Place- £20m SG
Our key objectives are to: Empower local communities to imagine and then build a long-term
future for the towns they live in, firmly in partnership with local, regional and national
government.
1) Attract new businesses to our towns and town centres.
2) Increase and retain our working age population.
3) Raise the standard of the physical environment in our towns and town centres.
4) Increase the number of people living in our towns and town centres.
5) Deliver new jobs and opportunities for economic and social participation.
6) Increasing the number of visitors who spend time and money in our towns and town
centres, smaller conurbations and rural communities.
We need to identify the towns where we will invest through this programme and further what
projects will be developed.
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Scottish Allocation of Funding
Project/Programme
Place
Energy
Digital
Mountain Bike Innovation
Business Infrastructure
Destination
Chapelcross
Star of Caledonia
Ken2
Dairy Innovation Centre
Borders Railway
Natural Capital Innovation
Zone
Totals
Notes

Scottish Government
£20m

UK Government
£14m
£16.2m
£19m

£15.5m1
£31m2
£7.8m
£1.5m3
£7m
£4m
£5m
£2.5m4

£4m
£2.5m

£85m

£65m

1

This includes £7.5m for Chapelcross

2

Includes, £16m for Stranraer Marina, £10m Tweed Valley Route and £5m 7 Stanes

3

This is a pledge from UKG which requires the project to both raise the additional capital and
deliver a business case which can be supported

4

This will align with £5m investment on the English side of the Deal and will focus on supporting the
creation of a future-proofed countryside that achieves the optimum balance in maximising it’s
environmental, economic, and community value

Other potential Borderlands Projects
Borders Railway- Route feasibility study
Carlisle Station and Citadels
Mountain Innovation centre
Berwick Theatre
Alnwick Gardens
Borderlands Walking and Cycling Routes
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Community Planning Partnership Board
Item 3
Report Title: A working framework for Employability & Skills in Dumfries & Galloway
1.

Situation:

1.1. Recent developments in relation to Employability & Skills following the Scottish Government
Review of Skills and Enterprise and the Review of Employability Services include the:
• signing of a Scottish and Local government Partnership Working Agreement for
Employability
• development of a Regional Skills Investment Plan for south of Scotland
• emerging arrangements in relation to the new south of Scotland enterprise agency
1.2 This paper identifies these key developments as requiring refreshed partnership arrangement
options to ensure alignment and integration in future delivery.
2.

Background:

2. Community Planning links
2.1 Our Vision is: ‘working together to create an ambitious, prosperous and confident Dumfries
and Galloway where people achieve their potential’ and the key relevant outcomes from our
Dumfries and Galloway Local Outcomes Improvement Plan 2017-2027 include:
•
•
•

Outcome 1: Everyone who needs help to work receives the right support.
Outcome 2: Learning opportunities are available to those who need them most
Outcome 5: The money available to people on Benefits and low wages is maximised

2.2 Previous Discussions
It was agreed that the Economic Leadership Group should be ‘invigorated’ with support from the
Employability & Skills team to refine terms of reference and agree a future work programme.
The complex linkage of partnerships in Economic Development was presented and agreed in
terms of supply and demand as well as enablers and strategists.

3.

Key issues and update:

3.1 The Economic Leadership Group (ELG) has been re-established, agreed and updated their
Terms of Reference and elected a new Chair, Sheena Horner, Galloway Chillies. The ELG is
developing an action plan in support of their aim for Dumfries & Galloway to become a carbon
negative region. Additionally, the ELG has formed a subgroup, Apprenticeship Board which has
met for the first time.
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3.2 The Scottish Government’s No One Left Behind review supports the development of a new
funding arrangement by integrating investment in national employability programmes into a local
partnership model which will be managed collaboratively between Scottish and Local Government
and will evolve to include other partners in the planning and delivery of local services through a
person-centred approach.
3.3 The Regional Skills Investment Plan for South of Scotland has been launched by Skills
Development Scotland and developed through the Education and Skills thematic group of the
South of Scotland Economic Partnership. Consideration should be given in relation to
partnerships to the local accountability arrangements for the oversight of the implementation.

4.

Recommendations:

4.1 Agree that the Dumfries and Galloway Local Employability Partnership is re-convened and is
chaired initially by the Leader of Dumfries & Galloway Council
4.2 Note the Partnership remit to oversee the strategic development and alignment of
employability support and skills development for Dumfries and Galloway and
4.3 Agree that the Partnership should meet three times annually to set, have oversight of and
review the strategic direction, reporting annually to the Community Planning Partnership
4.4 Provide views and advice on longer term aspirations for this agenda in relation to local
oversight of the implementation of the Regional Skills Investment Plan.

Lynne Burgess, Employability and Skills Manager
5 September 2019
Appendices: 1
Appendix – Diagram representing partnership relating to Economic Development
(Employability & Skills)
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Item 3 Appendix
Following the update to Community Planning Partnership Board on 21st September
2018 the diagram below demonstrates a simplified supply and demand side of our
economy and economic development partnerships relating to employment and skills:
The Economic Leadership Group ensures that priorities for skills, business growth
and regeneration are delivered. They advise the local Employability & Skills
partnership of their skills and training needs.
The Employability & Skills partnership sits as the supply side for local skills and
talent and works to support our vision of a diverse and resilient economy with an
appropriately skilled workforce and connected infrastructure to support more
prosperous and inclusive communities where every member of every community has
equality of access to that prosperity.

Community Planning Partnership
Employability &
Skills Partnership
Subgroups

Economic
Leadership Group

Crichton Campus
Leadership
Group
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Dumfries &
Galloway
Apprenticeship
Board

D&G DYW
Regional Group
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BUSINESS UPDATE – JUNE 2019
1. Background
This Briefing provides an update on recent developments and since the last meeting
of the Board on 21 June 2019.
2.

Key issues

2.1 Membership
2.1.1 Community Council representative the Community Council Elections are taking
place on 3 October 2019. The Scheme provides for 105 Community Councils across
our region, of which 88 are currently established. The closing date for nominations
was Tuesday 3 September 2019 for a total of 1,277 seats across the region. Early
indications are that there is likely to be small number of approximately 8 contested
Elections.
2.1.2 Once the Community Councils have all had their first meeting, then the process
of electing representatives for our Board will begin.
2.2 Local Outcomes Improvement Plan (LOIP) and Locality Plan on Food
Sharing – Annual Reports 2018/19
2.2.1 The Performance Management Frameworks were agreed at the June meeting
and the end of year results are now being submitted by partners, along with case
studies and personal testimonies.
2.2.2 In line with the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 Guidance, there
is to be greater involvement of stakeholders in the production of the Annual Reports
and therefore there are Workshop sessions taking place with the Community
Planning Equality and Diversity and Tackling Poverty Working groups in early
October. Their assessment will be included in the Reports which will be submitted to
the Board for approval at its next meeting in November 2019.
2.3 Audit Scotland – Community Empowerment
2.3.1 In July 2019, Audit Scotland, supported by a range of scrutiny bodies (
including the Care Inspectorate, Education Inspectorate Scotland, and Police and
Fire and Rescue Inspectorates) published a report which aimed ‘to raise awareness
of community empowerment and promote such a shared understanding across
scrutiny bodies to support high-quality scrutiny of community empowerment’. The full
report can be accessed here:https://www.auditscotland.gov.uk/report/principles-for-community-empowerment with the key
messages attached as an Appendix to this report.
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2.3.2 Members will be aware from reports and presentations to the Board that our
partnership and individual partners are committed to these principles and have
programmes in place to deliver them.
2.4 Public Health Reform Consultation
2.4.1 As agreed at the last meeting, our response to the Consultation was approved
by the Chair and Vice Chair in consultation with the Chair of the Executive Group and
submitted by the due date of 8 July 2019. 181 responses were submitted and can be
viewed here. They are now being analysed by the Scottish Government with initial
messages being that the majority of respondents expressed broad support for the
establishment of the new national body and the key functions and leadership roles in
relation to data, research and the public health workforce as set out in the
consultation document.
2.4.2 The Partnership will be represented at an event on 23 September 2019 looking
at the relationship between local government and Public Health Scotland.
2.5 UK Exiting the EU Update
Partners continue to monitor the evolving situation with the UK’s exit of the EU. The
Council has a working group which meets weekly to discuss the issues which relate
to the following sections outlined within the planning assumptions document:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental Health – Export of local foodstuffs
Import Export / Food Supplies / Transport
Workforce
EU Nationals in Dumfries and Galloway
Returnees
Layering of Impacts
Demonstrations and Disorder
Businesses
Economic Downturn
EU Funding for the region

There has been some significant progress since the group reconvened in August
2019.
• Transport Scotland have accepted responsibility for the Operation overflow at
the Ports of Cairnryan. Infrastructure investment requires to commence
before the 1 October to be ready for the current exit date of 31 October 2019.
• Environmental Health Officers and Trading Standards Officers will undertake
an exercise with businesses to identify if they have considered planning for
the UK exit. They will also be provided with literature for guidance on how to
prepare, which includes how they can access funding from Scottish
Government to help plan.
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•

Partners are liaising with Citizens Advice Service representatives who have
been appointed by Scottish Government to provide direct advise to EU
Nationals. This support is to help people apply to the EU Settlement Scheme.
The Council has written to all services which are currently commissioned to
deliver services on behalf of the Council to provide support to the EU
Nationals who need to apply to the EU Settlement Scheme.

The full planning assumptions paper will be presented to Full Council on 26
September 2019 and it will be shared with Community Planning Partnership Board
members.
2.6 Refugee Resettlement beyond 2020
2.6.1 The Dumfries and Galloway Syrian Refugee Resettlement Project Board at its
meeting on 22 August 2019 considered the UK Government’s recent announcement
that following the conclusion of the three largest resettlement Schemes on 31 March
2020, it is intended to have one combined Scheme.
2.6.2 The new Scheme will be focussed on the most vulnerable refugees, identified
and referred by the United Nations. The aim is to resettle 5,000 across the UK with a
similar financial allocation to receiving local authorities. The Community Sponsorship
Scheme, currently in its early stages, is to be developed.
2.6.3 The Project Board is of the view that having resettled 16 families to date, with
the remaining four scheduled September 2019 – January 2020, we would be able to
accommodate further refugee resettlement, recognising that the number arriving in
our region would be significantly less than the current Syrian Scheme (particularly if
it is proportional to the population) and that the Community Sponsorship model is of
particular interest.
2.6.4 We will be represented at a national meeting hosted by COSLA to discuss the
new Scheme on 13 September 2019 when further details will be available; and
formal approval would be sought should our region be participating.
3. Recommendations
The Board is invited to:
3.1 note the position of the issues in this report including those being dealt with by
the Executive Group.
Liz Manson, Community Planning and Engagement Manager
8 August 2019
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Appendix 1
Audit Scotland: Principles for community empowerment
Principle 1: Community control
Support communities to successfully take more control over decisions and
assets
Public bodies support communities to successfully take greater control over
decisions and assets. Effective processes are in place and public bodies support a
fair and sustainable approach.
Principle 2: Public sector leadership
Strong and clear leadership on community empowerment sets the tone and
culture of the organisation
Leaders provide a clear and consistent message, set clear objectives and priorities,
encourage ideas and innovation, community leadership and support communities to
develop sustainable approaches.
Principle 3: Effective relationships
Build effective working relationships between public bodies, local
communities and local partners
There is a healthy working relationship between communities, public bodies and local
partners, marked by reciprocal trust, openness and transparency.
Principle 4: Improving outcomes
Evaluate whether outcomes for local communities are improving and
inequalities are being reduced
Public bodies are continuously improving their approach to community
empowerment, evaluating local outcomes and experiences and learning from others.
This includes evaluating the impact on local inequalities and understanding and
learning from the experiences of seldom heard groups in communities.
Principle 5: Accountability
Be accountable and transparent
Public bodies are clear and open about their approach to community empowerment
and provide regular information to communities that is understandable, jargon-free
and accessible. Public bodies are responsive to local communities when reaching
decisions with a clear rationale for making difficult decisions and provide regular
feedback.
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Item 5

CURRENT KEY STRATEGIC ISSUES UPDATE –SEPTEMBER 2019
1. Background
The Board has identified nine key Strategies and Plans that support the Local Outcomes
Improvement Plan:
- Anti Poverty Strategy
- Children’s Services Plan
- Community Justice Improvement Plan
- Community Learning and Development (CLD) Partners’ Strategic Plan
- Health and Social Care Strategic Plan
- Local Development Plan 2
- Local Housing Strategy
- Regional Economic Strategy
- Regional Transport Strategy
2. Update reports
Lead officers for seven of the eight Plans and Strategies have provided progress reports for this
meeting and they are detailed in the Appendices.
3. Potential Community Planning Partnership campaign – ‘Project 155’
One of the shared issues across the Plans and Strategies is the need for our population to
grow, particularly to maintain our workforce and to realise our community empowerment
ambitions.
It’s proposed that there’s a collaborative approach to increase our population to 155,000 people,
with partners invited to identify what their organisations and networks could bring to that project.
4.
Recommendation
Board Members are invited to:
4.1 scrutinise and note the progress being made in the key Strategies and Plans that support
the Local Outcomes Improvement Plan; and
4.2 contribute their ideas and views on ‘Project 155’
Liz Manson, Community Planning and Engagement Manager and lead officers
5 September 2019
Appendices - 3
1 - Updates on key Strategies and Plans
2 – Community Justice Newsletter
3 – Transport consultation
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Item 5 Appendix 1
UPDATES ON STRATEGIES AND PLANS
1. Anti-Poverty Strategy
1.1 Background
The Anti-Poverty Strategy and first Action Plan was agreed at the meeting of Dumfries and
Galloway Council on 25 June 2015. In addition, the Dumfries and Galloway Council Plan for
2017-22 was agreed at the 26 September 2017 meeting of Dumfries and Galloway Council.
This contains a specific Commitment ‘to tackle the causes and effects of inequality and poverty.’
1.2 Performance update
The Strategy and Action Plan continue to be delivered by our Council and all partners with the
most recent six monthly monitoring report approved by the Council’s Communities Committee
on 11 June 2019 and noted by this Board at its meeting on 21 June 2019. The Action Plan now
contains 52 projects and six performance indicators.
1.3 Involving Communities in Tackling Poverty through Participatory Budgeting
The Communities Committee on 11 June 2019 agreed that the allocation of £200,000 of Policy
Development Funding to be determined by Participatory Budgeting should be used for projects
addressing food poverty, fuel poverty, transport and Benefits advice. The Steering Group is now
in the process of being formed by the Communities Directorate Business Manager. The
Steering Group will determine the detailed criteria for projects and the methodology for the
voting processes.
1.4 Tackling Poverty Co-ordination Group
The Tackling Poverty Co-ordination Group continues to deliver its Action Plan, which was
agreed on 13 December 2018. Monthly meetings continue to be held and planning has been
completed for the programme of activities for the rest of 2019. This will include feedback on
previous projects and Consultations which have delivered presentations including the new
Housing Strategy which has recently been agreed by the Scottish Government and the results
of the region wide Home Energy Help Project. In addition, the final version of the new Rapid
Rehousing Transition Plan will also be presented to the Group.
The forthcoming Annual Report to the Community Planning Executive Group will propose a
refresh of the membership to involve additional partners with a direct contribution to make to this
agenda.
1.5 Tackling Poverty Reference Group
The Tackling Poverty Reference Group is currently planning further activities including a visit to
Argyll and Bute following an information sharing visit by five Council Officers and one Elected
Member from that local authority on 12 July 2019. Meeting with the Head of Customer Services,
the Anti-Poverty Officer, the Financial and Wellbeing Revenues Manager and volunteers from
the Tackling Poverty Reference Group, the delegates requested that members of the Tackling
Poverty Reference Group visit their area to assist with the development of a similar group.
1
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1.6 Third Sector Tackling Poverty Forum
The Third Sector Tackling Poverty Forum Meeting held on 25 June 2019 was a themed meeting
on the delivery of our Anti-Poverty Strategy to date and how we could build upon the delivery
and successes of our first strategy moving forward. Detailed outcomes from this event will be
utilised to inform the delivery of our tackling poverty agenda moving forward from the end of our
first Strategy in March 2020.
1.7 Challenge Poverty Week 2019
This national annual Campaign Awareness Raising Week will take place 7 – 13 October 2019.
The Aims and Key Messages for this year’s activities are detailed below:
Aims
Challenge Poverty Week is an opportunity for you to raise your voice against poverty and show
what needs to be done to tackle poverty across Scotland. The main aims of the week are to:
• Show the reality of poverty in Scotland and challenge stereotypes
• Highlight and showcase the solutions to poverty
• Increase public support for action to solve poverty
Key messages
The key messages for Challenge Poverty Week are:
Challenge Poverty? Aye we can!
We believe that:
• Too many people in Scotland are trapped in the grip of poverty
• By boosting people’s incomes and reducing the cost of living we can solve poverty
• Solving poverty is about ensuring we can all participate in a just and compassionate
society
Detailed planning is well under way to deliver a range of events and activities across partners
during this week.
1.8 Next steps in tackling poverty
Dumfries and Galloway Council has changed its management arrangements for tackling poverty
with the strategic approach and co-ordination now part of the Safe and Healthy Communities
Service. This will develop the community learning and development approach and align the
work more closely with other related services, particularly youth work and Lifelong Learning.
A report is going to the Council’s Communities Committee on 17 September 2019 about the
development of the future approach to be in place for the conclusion of the Anti-Poverty
Strategy in June 2020 and an update will be given to the Board about the Committee’s
decisions.
Lead Officer: Mark Molloy, Manager – Youth Work, Communities Directorate, Dumfries
and Galloway Council.
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2. Children’s Services Plan
2.1 Background
The Children’s Services Plan (April 2017 to March 2020) was approved by DG Council on 28
March 2017 and submitted to Scottish Government shortly afterwards. The plan is available on
the Council website at https://www.dumgal.gov.uk/article/16748/Children-s-Services-Plan and
on the Partnership Blog at
https://blogs.glowscotland.org.uk/dg/dgchildrensservices/welcome/dg-childrens-services-plan2017-2020/.
2.2 Performance update
The second Joint Annual Report on the Children’s Services Plan was finalised and agreed by
Children’s Services Executive Group (CSEG) in June 2019. This report demonstrates progress
against the six priorities in the Children’s Services Plan in Year 2 (from 1 April 2018 to 31 March
2019). A summary of the key messages from the Joint Annual Report follows:
Our first priority is to ensure that children and young people are safe and free from harm. Over
the last year we have continued to work effectively as a partnership to ensure we identify and
respond to children and young people in need of care and protection. We have continued to
advance an ambitious programme of transformation which reflects the national agenda for
change. The establishment of a joint Public Protection agenda has assisted in more effectively
managing joint resources and overlapping areas of responsibilities across all areas of Public
Protection ensuring deployment of resources more effectively and sharing of best practice.
Our second priority is to ensure that children and young people receive support at the earliest
opportunity through prevention and early intervention. Dumfries and Galloway’s approach to
this has been to continue our focus on GIRFEC implementation and services that support
families in the early years. Our early intervention activities also include the review of our Youth
Justice service and our diversion processes. In our implementation of GIRFEC, we have
reviewed and refined our GIRFEC practice materials and existing support and governance
arrangements; and have increased the support available to staff. The focus on the early years
includes: the provision of an evidence-based suite of parenting programmes; implementation of
1140 hours of childcare & early learning; development of family centres and our implementation
of the Family Nurse Partnership and the Health Visiting Pathway.
Our third priority is to improve the wellbeing and life chances of our most vulnerable children
and young people – those who are care-experienced. Progress against actions in this section
of the Children’s Services Plan has been mixed. We have made good progress with regard to
engagement with our care-experienced children and the lived experience of these children and
young people is shaping the action plans of our looked-after children’s Champions Board. We
have significant success in supporting care-experienced young people into further and higher
education. However, we have faced challenges in monitoring and supporting long-term
outcomes for our care-experienced children and young people and we continue to seek possible
solutions to this.
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The fourth priority in the plan consists of a range of approaches and actions aimed at reducing
barriers such as poverty, disability and caring responsibilities, and promoting equity of
opportunity. Progress against this priority has been mixed. Dumfries and Galloway have
adopted a systemic approach to addressing poverty with robust governance arrangements and
considerable resource allocation. Engagement and participation of young people has been a
particular area of improvement, with the development of structures for youth participation and
the success of 2018 Year of Young People. Young Carers’ services in D&G have been at the
forefront of service development nationally, particularly with the development and
implementation of our Young Carers Statements in partnership with Social Work and Schools
Services. Other actions, for example development of a Disability Strategy and the full
implementation of Self-Directed Support within Children’s Services, have made progress but
this has been slower than planned.
Our fifth priority is to deliver the best possible health and wellbeing to all children and young
people. Actions focus on three areas: prevention, early intervention, and the provision of
specialist services. Preventative and early intervention activities include breastfeeding and
infant nutrition; dental health interventions; increasing levels of physical activity and promoting
sexual health. In response to engagement with children and young people, and national and
local priorities, we have taken an approach that focuses on and prioritises mental health with a
range of low-level psychological supports in schools.
The focus of our sixth priority is on improving attainment; continuing to improve our delivery of
services to children and young people with additional support needs; ensuring we have a
suitably skilled workforce to deliver increased early learning and childcare; improving curricular
choice; raising aspirations; support for positive destinations, and effective partnerships between
schools and employers. Overall some progress has been made in improving attainment for all
pupils aged 5 to 18 and in narrowing the attainment gap. We have continued to improve our
delivery of services to children and young people with additional support needs in the context of
increased demand and reduced resources. We have made very good progress in the
development of our early learning and childcare workforce. Curriculum planning is taking place
collaboratively, informed by young people’s voice and demand for skills and qualifications driven
by economically important sectors in our local area and nationally. We are maintaining positive
destinations and an increased number of young people are accessing accredited work-based
learning through the DG Employability Award.

Lead Officer: Colin Grant Director, Education and Learning Dumfries and Galloway
Council and Chair of Children’s Services Executive Group.
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3. Dumfries and Galloway Community Justice Improvement Plan
3.1 The joint conference1 ‘From Hurt to Hope: Moving from blame and shame to understanding
took place in March 2019. This was very much a National conference delivered locally and
attracted over 250 registrations for 200 places. Registrations were received from Scottish
Government, the national Improvement Service, other Community Justice Partnerships and
a violence reduction project in London. The conference was a huge success and has led to
developments and collaborative working between HMP Dumfries, the Violence Reduction
Unit and local partners in relation to raising awareness of trauma and resilience with those in
custody returning to the community. The conference report can be seen in Appendix 1.
3.2 Our Health and Justice Subgroup identified a need for multi-agency training on Emotional
Unstable Personality Disorder to increase awareness and consistency of approach with staff
from all partner agencies. To date two sessions have been delivered in Dumfries to 44 staff
with a further session in Dumfries taking place on 4th September 2019 and in Stranraer on
2nd October, 44 people have registered for these events. Initially partners from Health had
agreed to deliver a single session, however due to the overwhelming interest they agreed to
support us by delivering further sessions. Once again, the training will be delivered at zero
cost reflecting the commitment of all partners.
3.3 The Community Justice Annual Report is currently being compiled and must be submitted to
Community Justice Scotland by 20th September, draft report to follow. As with last year a
local, front facing document will also be produced and shared widely.
3.4 The local Community Justice Partnership Manager in Dumfries and Galloway is now the
Chair of the National Community Justice Network. This involves Chairing the working group
supporting the network, coordinating national community justice events and being the main
point of contact for all Coordinators. This is a positive step for the local area and increases
opportunities to highlight work taking place across the region.
3.5 Earlier this month the Scottish Prison Service announced they will be suspending their
Throughcare Support Officer (TSO) roles with those involved returning to frontline duties.
This follows a recent increase in prison numbers. HMP Dumfries had two TSOs, although
one post was vacant. Throughcare locally is offered to those leaving custody by Criminal
Justice Social Work and Apex Scotland who deliver the Shine Women’s Mentoring Service
and are picking up New Routes referrals for men on short term sentences due to staffing
issues with the Wise Group locally. The prison has set up fortnightly integrated case
management meetings which enable partners to consider who is due for the release and the
most appropriate throughcare service to support them. As a partnership we will monitor the
situation over the coming months to ascertain any negative impact of the loss of the TSOs.

1

Joint conference between the Community Justice Partnership and the Violence Against Women and Girls Group
which is part of the Public Protection Partnership in Dumfries and Galloway.
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3.6 Community Justice Scotland have had their Strategic Commissioning Framework out for
consultation at present, closing date for comments is 30th August. We hope to submit a
partnership response however several of the statutory partners involved in the partnership
will be submitting organisational responses nationally.
3.7 Criminal Justice Social Work Services are about to be inspected by the Care Inspectorate
over the coming months; this will be closely linked to the wider Community Justice
Partnership and all partners have been informed.
Lead Officer: Vikki Binnie, Community Justice Partnership Manager, Dumfries and
Galloway Council
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4. Community Learning and Development (CLD) Partners’ Strategic Plan 2018 – 2021

4.1
The most recent meeting of the CLD Partnership took place on 27 June 2019 and which
focused mainly on Outcome 3 of our plan:
Outcome 3 – Volunteers, target groups and community organisations are supported to
develop their capacity and capability in order to maximise opportunities linked to the
Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act
•
•

•
•
•

•

An overview was presented on the Council’s Communities Directorate end of year report
on Asset Transfers/leases.
Third Sector Dumfries & Galloway (TSDG) were in attendance to highlight the key role
they play in helping to facilitate Asset Transfers by providing support on the ground to
groups/organisations through areas such as constitutions/ capacity building/business
plans & funding.
This was followed by discussion on Participatory Budgeting(PB) including hearing the
lessons learned from the PB tackling poverty funding projects to date.
TSDG also provided an update on the role of their newly appointed Volunteering Officer
and the work that has commenced to develop a new Volunteering Strategy.
An update was provided on the Third Sector Area Partnerships and how these are being
used effectively as local engagement mechanisms and informing topics for roadshow
events.
An engagement session was held with partners to help contribute to the NHS Health &
Wellbeing review.

4.2 General updates
•

•
•

•

Work to establish a new Community Development Practitioners network within D&G has
commenced with a view to linking this to the Scottish Community Development Network.
A local practitioner event is provisionally scheduled for Tuesday 17 September.
A draft “easy read” version of the CLD Partners’ Strategic Plan is now available and this
is being tested with learners and partners.
The CLD Standards Council have confirmed that £3,000 will be made available again to
the CLD South West network (D&G & the 3 Ayrshires) for workforce development
opportunities. Planning is underway for how this funding will be utilised up to 31 March
2020.
Feedback from the inaugural cross authority practitioner event held on 14 May is now
available as follows:
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Key event

% participants rating good/excellent

Mindfulness

76.9%

South West Educational Improvement
Collaborative

76.9%

Sharing and learning from our stories of
change

92.3%

CLD Standards Council

100%

Themed discussion groups

81.8%

4.3 Key learning priorities for the future were identified as:
•
•
•
•
•

Continuing the Coaching theme
Volunteering
ESOL
Digital Skills
Exchanging bets practice across authority areas

4.4 Qualitative comments received:
“I really enjoyed the input from the Sharing & Learning - Stories of Change, this was excellent
and great to hear stories and barriers that have been overcome from our neighbouring
authorities. Combining strategic learning with community stories, it was very inspiring.”
“great opportunity for colleagues to come together to reflect on and share practice”
“Some good connections made with colleagues from other authorities working on similar pieces
of work. Hope to meet up out with this group to share good practice and develop solutions to
similar challenges. Now thinking about the importance of really listening!!”
“A greater understanding of the CLD standards”

Lead Officer: Stephen Jack, Lifelong Learning Manager, Chair – CLD Partnership
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5. Health and Social Care Strategic Plan

No report to this meeting.

Lead Officer: Julie White, Chief Officer, Health and Social Care
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6. Local Development Plan 2
6.1 Background
The Local Development Plan (LDP) guides the future use and development of land in towns,
villages and the rural area. It also indicates where development, including regeneration, should
happen and where it should not. The LDP provides the planning framework for Dumfries and
Galloway and takes account of the Local Housing Strategy, Regional Economic Strategy and
Regional Transport Strategy. The LDP should be a corporate document for the Council as
planning authority and its Community Planning Partners. The LDP should apply the land use
elements of the Community Plan (LOIP) and other Council and Government strategies into an
overall spatial plan for the local area providing a means to join up messages about place and
delivery.
6.2 Performance update
The current LDP was adopted in September 2014 and is replaced every five years. Work on
LDP2 is almost complete. The version of the Plan the Council is proposing to adopt was sent to
Scottish Ministers on 8 August 2019. 28 days after this, the Council may adopt the plan unless
directed not to by Scottish Minsters. The contents of both plans have been informed through
extensive public consultation and engagement with members of the public, key agencies,
elected members, developers and planning agents.
6.3 Contribution to the Public Health Priorities
Priority 1: We live in vibrant, healthy and safe places and communities
• The Plans Vision is that in 20 years’ time, Dumfries and Galloway will be a thriving region
with a sustainable economy built on sustainable principles that safeguard the landscape,
natural and historic environment, promote growth, maximise the use of existing
infrastructure and enhance connectivity.
Priority 3: We have good mental wellbeing
• The policies and strategy of the plan encourage the creation of places where wellbeing is
promoted.
Priority 5: We have a sustainable inclusive economy with equality of outcomes for all
• Sustainable economic growth is a key element of the Plan’s Vision. The Plan acts as a
facilitator for economic development, it provides opportunities to grow, develop, diversify
and regenerate the economy in a sustainable manner.
Priority 6: We eat well, have a healthy weight and are physically active
• All developments are required to incorporate enhance and protect access to open space,
green networks and recreational opportunities. Maximise linkages with existing public
transport and other sustainable transport options.

Lead Officer: Shona McCoy, Team Leader Local Development Plan
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7. Local Housing Strategy
7.1 ‘The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 places a statutory requirement on Local Authorities to
produce a Local Housing Strategy (LHS), which sets out its strategic priorities and plans for the
delivery of housing and related services. Increasing the supply of affordable homes is a national
performance indicator and a high profile policy objective for the Scottish Government. The LHS
details the strategic approach of the Local Authority and its partners to delivering high quality
housing related services across all tenures, to meet identified need in its region. The LHS has a
key role to play in contributing to the effective integration of adult health and social care and the
contribution that housing can make to this agenda.
7.2 Early engagement with key partners and stakeholders was key to identifying the outcomes
and actions contained in the LHS. The Strategic Housing Forum played a leadership role in its
development by providing an opportunity for a range of stakeholders to participate in the policy
development process. Elected Member input and ownership of the LHS has been achieved by
each political group in the Council being represented and the final document being agreed by
the Communities Committee. In addition, a range of partner organisations are invited to attend
including local Registered Social Landlords, Police Scotland, the Scottish Fire and Rescue
Service and the NHS.
7.3 The Forum was established to support the development of the LHS and will continue to
meet to monitor the delivery of the agreed objectives and supporting actions. This ongoing
evaluation of the LHS will ensure that it remains current in an ever changing policy environment,
while also providing an opportunity to assess work to deliver the overall vision of the strategy.
To date, meetings of the Forum have been held to discuss services for people with protected
characteristics under the terms of the Equality Act 2010, delivery of the Council’s Rapid
Rehousing Transition Plan, the feasibility of a Care Campus and the alleviation of fuel poverty.
The Forum being held on the 13 September 2019 will bring together stakeholders to discuss our
partnership work with the Adult Health and Social Care Partnership.’

Lead Officer: Jamie Little, Housing Strategy and Gypsy/Traveller Co-ordinator
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8. Regional Economic Strategy 2016-2020
8.1 In November 2018 the Regional Economic Strategy Annual Report was submitted to the
Community Planning Partnership prior to being presented to a new reinvigorated Economic
Leadership Group (ELG). The refreshed ELG has continued to meet and is exploring priorities.
8.2 The South of Scotland Enterprise Act (2019) has now passed and South of Scotland
Enterprise will be created on 1st April 2020. Staff (1.5FTE) from the Business & Enterprise team
have been seconded to the South of Scotland Economic Partnership to support delivery and
development.
8.3 The shape of Britain leaving the European Union (Brexit) continues to be of prime
importance to the region. Until a decision is made in Westminster by the UK Government,
uncertainty will continue. The UK Government, up to the date of writing is still to provide
information pertaining the potential shape of a UK Shared Prosperity Fund which would replace
European Structural Funds will take.

Lead Officer: Steve Rogers, Head of Economy and Planning, Dumfries and Galloway
Council.
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9. Regional Transport Strategy

9.1 Background
SWestrans Regional Transport Strategy (RTS) was agreed by the SWestrans Board on 25 April
2008 after an extensive consultation exercise, and approved by Scottish Ministers in June 2008.
The RTS Delivery Plan was agreed by the Board on 27 March 2009. They are available at:
http://www.swestrans.org.uk/9691
SWestrans vision is for a transport system for the South West of Scotland that delivers the
internal and external connectivity required to sustain and enhance the region’s economy and
communities whilst minimising the impact of transport on the environment. In doing this, the
RTS should:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facilitate access to jobs and public services.
Support key sectors, vibrant places and inclusive communities.
Enable goods to reach their markets; provide travel choices that promote equality,
social inclusion and support quality of life.
Enhance the quality and integration of public transport.
Support walking and cycling, not only as a leisure pursuit but as a means of healthy,
active travel.
Add value to the broader Scottish economy and assist the Scottish Government in
attaining its national targets for increased sustainable economic growth, road traffic
stabilisation, and reduced carbon emissions.

The RTS covers the period up to 2023 and it was originally intended that a review and update of
the strategy would be undertaken every 4 years. No review or update has been undertaken to
date.
The SWestrans Board has agreed to undertake a refresh of the Regional Transport Strategy
and accompanying Delivery Plan to better reflect current local, regional and national strategies,
plans and programme, e.g. the Regional Economic Strategy, the Anti-Poverty Strategy and
Health & Social Care Strategic Plan.
Since this decision was taken, the Scottish Government has committed to a full review of the
National Transport Strategy (NTS) and advised that due to regional delivery needing to align
with national vision, strategy and outcomes that any RTS should follow the publication of the
NTS.
9.2 Performance update
South West Scotland Transport Study
Transport Scotland have undertaken a study of how the South West Scotland is served by the
strategic transport network (The South West Scotland Transport Study). The focus of the study
was on how the transport network connects Dumfries and Galloway and southern Ayrshire to
the key markets of Glasgow, Edinburgh, Carlisle and includes a particular focus on access to
the Ports at Cairnryan. It identifies where the transport network works well, look at issues and
seek suggestions for improvement. It also considered the future transport needs of South West
Scotland and cross border connections.
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This initial appraisal work will ensure the needs and priorities of the South West are clearly
identified and inform the second Strategic Transport Projects Review (STPR2). It will be critical
to the region’s future economy and connectivity that we obtain an equitable share of
infrastructure investment within STPR2. Any major transport interventions/projects for Dumfries
and Galloway that require Scottish Government funding within this timespan should emerge as
an option for consideration for STPR2 inclusion.
Dumfries and Galloway Council and SWestrans have been fully involved in the study and the
Draft Report ‘South West Scotland Transport Study Initial Appraisal: Case for Change’ was
published on 27 June 2019 and can be accessed through the link below:
https://www.transport.gov.scot/publication/draft-report-initial-appraisal-case-for-change-southwest-scotland-transport-study/
This Draft Report is a consultation draft with a closing date for feedback of 20 September 2019.
The Report and suite of accompanying documents is a significant piece of work feeding into
both STPR2 and SWestrans’ new Regional Transport Strategy.
The study has identified the key transport problems and opportunities in the study area.
Evidence-based problems have formed the basis for the development of Transport Planning
Objectives (TPOs) and the generation, sifting and development of a wide range of interventions
across all modes in the study area, which have subsequently been appraised and packaged.
Based on detailed data analysis and an extensive public and stakeholder engagement
programme, a number of problems have been identified around the key themes of:
• Average Journey Times
• Mobility
• Journey Time Reliability
• Connectivity
• Environmental Impact
• Cost
• Safety
The multi-modal problems identified through these exercises have subsequently been mapped
against the themes and used to help inform the development of TPOs for the study:
• TPO1: Reduce journey times across the strategic transport network in the study area to
the ports at Cairnryan.
• TPO2: Reduce accident rates and the severity of accidents on the trunk road network in
the South West of Scotland.
• TPO3: Improve the resilience of the Strategic Transport Network across the South West
of Scotland.
• TPO4: Improve journey quality across the road, public transport and active travel
networks in the South West of Scotland.
• TPO5: Improve connectivity (across all modes) for communities in the South West of
Scotland to key economic, education, health and cultural centres including Glasgow,
Edinburgh, Ayr, Kilmarnock and Carlisle.
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Following the development of the TPOs, and a process of option sifting and packaging, 23 multimodal option packages across the study area were identified for further appraisal through the
STPR2 process. The options recommended for taking forward for further assessment as part of
STPR2 are presented below:
1. Improved transport integration at main hubs - Package of measures to improve
integration of transport at main transport hubs and interchanges (e.g. Stranraer, Dumfries
and Lockerbie), including improved integration of bus and rail times, improved cycle
connectivity to rail stations and ticket integration.
2. Development of the Strategic Active Travel Network - Package of measures to develop
the Strategic Active Travel Network in the South West of Scotland to better connect
communities to key destinations, including cycle paths parallel to trunk roads and
improvements to the National Cycle Network.
3. New Rail Stations on the Glasgow South Western Line - New rail stations on the
Glasgow South Western Line, such as at Cumnock, Thornhill, Eastriggs, Pinwherry,
Dunragit and South of Ayr.
4. Enhanced Rail Services on the Glasgow South Western Line - Package of measures to
enhance rail services on the Glasgow South Western Line, such as rail service, rolling
stock and infrastructure improvements and Stranraer Station relocation.
5. New Rail Stations on the West Coast Main Line - New station at Beattock.
6. Enhanced Rail Services on the West Coast Main Line - Package of measures to enhance
rail services on the West Coast Main Line, such as increased services operating from
and improved access to rail services at Lockerbie, including increased park and ride
provision.
7. New Rail Link between Dumfries and Stranraer - Development of a rail link between
Dumfries and Stranraer.
8. New Rail Link between Stranraer and Cairnryan - Development of a rail link between
Stranraer and Cairnryan.
9. New Rail link between the Glasgow South Western Line and the West Coast Main Line Development of a rail link between the Glasgow South Western Line and the West Coast
Main Line.
10. Enhanced Rail Freight Capacity - Enhancement of rail freight capacity, such as freight
hubs at Girvan and Barrhill.
11. Development of the Timber Transport Network - Package of measures to support the
transport of timber freight by road, rail and sea in the South West of Scotland.
12. Development of Enhanced Diversionary Routes and Route Planning - Package of
measures and improvements to the secondary road network which performs a strategic
function when the trunk road network is closed to increase resilience of the transport
network.
13. Development of Enhanced Service, Rest Areas and Laybys - Package of measures to
deliver improved rest provision for all road users in the South West of Scotland, such as
truck/lorry stops and rest facilities on the A75 and A77 and enhanced laybys for buses on
main routes.
14. HGV Speed Limit Increase - HGV speed limit increase to 50mph on the trunk road
network in the South West of Scotland.
15. A75 Capacity Enhancements Development of capacity enhancement measures on the
A75, such as partial dualling, town/village bypasses and improved overtaking
opportunities.
16. A75 Safety Measures - Implementation of targeted measures, such as improvements to
road geometry, bends and junction improvements to improve safety on the A75. Package
15
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will also include consideration of safety camera deployments through the Scottish Safety
Camera Programme annual site prioritisation exercise.
17. A77 Capacity Enhancements - Development of capacity enhancement measures on the
A77, such as partial dualling, town/village bypasses and improved overtaking
opportunities.
18. A77 Safety Measures - Implementation of targeted measures, such as improvements to
road geometry, bends and localised junction improvements to improve safety on the A77.
Package will also include consideration of safety camera deployments through the
Scottish Safety Camera Programme annual site prioritisation exercise.
19. A76 Capacity Enhancements - Development of capacity enhancement measures on the
A76, such as improved overtaking opportunities and town/village bypasses.
20. A76 Safety Measures - Implementation of targeted measures, such as route
improvements to enhance road geometry, bends and junction improvements to improve
safety on the A76.
21. Road Capacity Enhancements between Dumfries and the A74(M) - Development of road
capacity enhancements between Dumfries and the A74(M), such as partial dualling
which would improve overtaking opportunities, and/or bypasses. Package also potentially
includes considering the possibility to re-classify the status of the A701 and A709 roads.
22. Road Safety Measures between Dumfries and the A74(M) - Implementation of targeted
measures between Dumfries and the A74(M), such as road geometry, bends, junction
improvements and measures to address pinch points.
23. Junction Improvements (M6) - Improvements to the M6 for North to West movements (i.e.
coming off the A74(M) north to the A75).
The next steps are a Preliminary Options Appraisal which would be to undertake a qualitative
appraisal of the recommended options from the Initial Appraisal. This will be considered through
the STPR2 process and would include an assessment of:
• The likely impacts of the options against the Transport Planning Objectives developed for
STPR2;
• The likely impacts of the options against STAG criteria [i.e. Environment, Safety,
Economy, Integration, and Accessibility and Social Inclusion];
• Options appraisal against established policy directives; and
• Feasibility, affordability and public acceptability of options.
Response to the consultation, by the deadline of 20 September 2019, will be considered by the
SWestrans Board at its meeting in September.
It has been agreed that the extensive work undertaken for the South West of Scotland Transport
Study can be utilised in the development of a new Regional Transport Strategy.
Transport (Scotland) Bill
The Transport (Scotland) Bill was introduced to the Scottish Parliament on Friday 8 June 2018.
The aim of the Transport Bill is to make Scotland’s transportation network cleaner, smarter and
more accessible. The Bill aims to empower local authorities and establish consistent standards
in order to tackle current and future challenges, while delivering a more responsive and
sustainable transport system for all.
The Bill has progressed to Stage 3.
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National Transport Strategy
The National Transport Strategy (NTS2) a Draft Strategy for Consultation was issued by
Scottish Government on 31 July 2019. Scottish Government have asked for views on the
proposed draft NTS2 by 23 October 2019 and can be accessed through the link below:
https://www.transport.gov.scot/media/45149/national-transport-strategy-draft-for-consultationjuly-2019.pdf
The vision for transport in Scotland is given below.
“We will have a sustainable, inclusive and accessible transport system, helping deliver a
healthier, fairer and more prosperous Scotland for communities, businesses and visitors.”
The vision is underpinned by four Priorities, each with three associated Outcomes. The vision will
be the basis upon which Scottish Government take major strategic decisions and evaluate the
success of transport policies going forward. All four Priorities are interlinked to deliver the vision.
The four priorities and their associated outcomes from the Strategy are listed below.
1. Promotes equality:

Will provide fair access to services we need;
Will be easy to use for all; and
Will be affordable for all.
2. Takes climate action:

Will adapt to the effects of climate change;
Will help deliver our net-zero target; and
Will promote greener, cleaner choices.
3.

Helps our economy prosper:

Will get us where we need to get to;
Will be reliable; and
Will use beneficial innovation.
4.

Improves our health and wellbeing:

Will be safe and secure for all;
Will enable us to make healthy travel choices; and
Will help make our communities great places to live
The draft NTS2 acknowledges that Scotland’s transport system continues to face a number of
challenges: many people encounter problems when trying to access the services they need;
businesses still face congestion and delays when reaching their customers; and vehicles continue
to emit greenhouse gases and pollute the places we live and work.
NTS2 identifies a number of challenges that the strategy needs to address, and these are listed
below:
• Poverty and child poverty
• Social isolation
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gender inequalities
The changing transport needs of young people
Ageing population
Disabled people
Scotland’s regional differences
Global climate emergency
Technological advances
Air quality
Decline in bus use
Productivity
Labour markets
Fair work and skilled workforce
Trade and connectivity
Freight
Tourism
Digital and energy
Spatial planning
Reliability and demand management
Safety and security
Health and active travel
Information & integration
Resilience

There is significant discussion and links to evidence within the draft NTS2, to support these main
issues associated with the challenges and their inclusion as factors to influence the strategy.
To meet these challenges, the draft NTS1 proceeds to identify 14 high-level policy statements of
intent aimed at achieving the vision and outcomes. Further detail is provided through a series of
enablers which represent mechanisms for delivering the high- level policies. 38 enablers are
identified, and the full list of policies and enablers is included as Appendix 3.
The Policies and Enablers were tested, using a Scenario Planning Tool, to understand how they
perform under different plausible futures. These futures include a range of different scenarios,
such as where the economy is weak or strong, where society is less or more equal, where the
environment has or has not addressed the effects of climate change, or where we have a
healthy or unhealthy population that takes high or low levels of active travel. The aim is to
understand how effective policies are under different futures and how flexible the policies can be
changed as the future changes.
The draft Strategy includes a section on Transport Governance which is the democracy, decisionmaking and delivery, discussed at a very strategic level on how transport is delivered in Scotland.
This work was undertaken by a Roles and Responsibilities Working Group as part of NTS2.
The following key challenges were identified and need to be addressed:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

financial constraints limiting investment at a regional and/or local level;
lack of support for all transport modes;
limited resource capability and skills;
difficulties working across boundaries and responsiveness to local needs;
disconnect between long-term goals and short-term action;
mixed local accountability, overall leadership and influence;
complex governance arrangements;
lack of ongoing maintenance of assets;
inconsistent and/or unclear accountability;
disconnect with Planning, Economic and Health agendas;
lack of clarity on roles and responsibilities, particularly for the public; and
responsiveness to the conflicting pressures of business/public sector.

The Roles and Responsibilities Working Group made three broad recommendations to the
Scottish Ministers:
1. The case for change has been made and that the current arrangements are no longer
sustainable;
2. Our future transport governance arrangements should be on the basis of some form
of regional model allowing for variations in approach between different geographic
regions; and
3. Governance is a complex issue, and further work needs to be done to develop a
model for future transport governance in Scotland that is capable of being
implemented.
Scottish Ministers agreed with the recommendations made by the Group and propose that further
collaborative work to look at implementable models will follow on from this consultation to ensure
we successfully achieve better outcomes for our citizens, communities, and businesses.
From a transport perspective, a regional approach to governance provides an effective means of
addressing cross-boundary issues and reflecting travel to work catchments. Moreover, a strong
regional approach to transport together with alignment with economic, planning, marine planning,
and housing objectives supports approaches to place-shaping.
NTS2 identifies what action Scottish Government will take. In order to deliver the Strategy, it will
take immediate action in three key areas: Increasing Accountability; Strengthening Evidence; and
Managing Demand.
It is proposed to establish a Transport Strategy Delivery Board and Transport Citizens’ Panels to
increase accountability.
In terms of managing demand it is proposed to embed the Sustainable Travel Hierarchy in
decision making, promoting walking, wheeling, cycling, public transport and shared transport
options in preference to single occupancy private car use. In doing so Transport Scotland will
review and update the Scottish Transport Appraisal Guidance (STAG) and investment decisionmaking processes.
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NTS2 is a crucial piece of national policy and the above summary seeks to provide partners with
the key information within the Strategy to enable them to make informed comment on the
Strategy.
Response to the consultation, by the deadline of 23 October 2019, will be considered by the
SWestrans Board at its meeting in September.

Lead Officer: Douglas Kirkpatrick, Transportation Manager, SWestrans
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From Hurt to Hope:

Moving from blame and shame to
understanding.
13 March 2019 | 09:00 – 16.30 |

Dumfries Baptist Church Centre | Gillbrae Road, Dumfries, DG1 4EJ

A Dumfries & Galloway Conference

Why a joint conference?
As Lead Officers for the areas of Community Justice and Violence Against
Women it was obvious to us that many aspects of our work consisted of a
shared agenda. We know that many women in the justice system have
experienced abuse and trauma with The Prison Reform Trust stating that 57%
of women in prison report having been victims of domestic violence. So when
NHS Education Scotland introduced Transforming Psychological Trauma: Conference
A Skills and Knowledge Framework for The Scottish Workforce, links Report
with all areas of Public Protection, and the importance of early intervention
and partnership working for more positive outcomes for people was confirmed.
Special points of interest:

Background

• Why a joint conference?

It all started with the Rape Crisis Conference in
2017 which celebrated the 10 year Anniversary of
their helpline. One of the workshops focused on
trauma informed practice and the seed was sown!

• The Planning Stage
• Attendee Information
• On the day

The impact of Adverse Childhood Experiences
(ACEs) and Trauma was linked to children growing
up with a greater likelihood of being both victims
of violence and perpetrators of violence, with four
or more ACEs increasing the outcome of future
imprisonment by up to twenty times! It was clear
that this was wider than just a violence against
women issue.
At that time the structure for Public Protection in
Dumfries & Galloway was changing and we had a
responsibility to make things better for local people by making our area safer, with less victims and
less perpetrators of crime. Trauma informed practice and raising awareness of the impact of trauma
seemed to be one of the earliest interventions we
could offer. As a first step a programme of Trauma Informed Practice training was coordinated
through the Community Justice Partnership and
the interest was overwhelming.
Many discussions followed and partners were keen
that we should all work together to host a local

• Evaluation
• What people wanted after the
conference and what’s happened
so far
• Social media response

• Final words and feedback

conference that would be of national interest
highlighting the links between our areas of work
and work going on in Dumfries & Galloway.
Reports were submitted through the Violence
Against Women Group and Community Justice
Partnership to the Public Protection Committee in
2018 and planning for the conference began!

Just Communities:
strengthening relationships, building resilience and reducing reoffending

The Planning Sta ge
Once we had the agreement we needed and
funding had been identified through the contribution of partners the planning began in earnest. The Community Justice Partnership
Manager and the Violence Against Women Coordinator were responsible for putting together
a programme for the day and deciding on a
format that would be informative, raise awareness and lead to action. Both Officers had
good contacts within their area of expertise
and responsibility leading to lots of discussions
around who to invite and the message we
wanted to get across. One of the key tasks
was to come up with a conference title that
linked the two areas together and captured
the imagination of the target audience, hence
‘From Hurt to Hope: Moving from blame and
shame to understanding’

Following a suggested visit to Dumfries Baptist Church
Centre it was obvious that this was the perfect choice;
a first class conference centre based in the heart of
the community.
A date of Wednesday 13th March was put in the diary
enabling us to contact keynote speakers, workshop
providers, finalise the programme and send out save
the date notifications.

It was important that the conference included
not just expert speakers but the opportunity
for those attending to network and learn from
each other through the use of workshops.
Again these were a mix of violence against
women issues, violence prevention, trauma
and justice. Before we could finalise all this
work a suitable venue had to be decided on.

In order to make the event as interesting and interactive as possible and with the space afforded by the
venue we also organised a ‘marketplace’ where local
organisations and service providers were invited to
highlight their work; 15 organisations took us up on
this offer ensuring a wide variety of ’stalls’ and hustle
and bustle.
We also hosted the Second Chancers interactive exhibition provided by Community Justice Scotland. This
consisted of large works of art, linking to the internet
with real life stories of the difference a second chance
makes to the lives of individuals.
Once everything was confirmed conference booking
and registration forms were circulated widely and
publicised via social media. Although this was a Dumfries & Galloway Conference information was shared
nationwide attracting interest from as far a field as
London and Peterhead.

Who wanted to a ttend?
Bookings began to come in thick and fast. A spreadsheet had been set up which included workshop preferences and everyone's details were completed manually; we received bookings right up until the closing
date!
250 bookings were received with a further 15 coming
in after bookings had closed. 30% of all bookings
came from across social work; adults, criminal justice,
and children and families. This included interest from
social workers in North Ayrshire, East Ayrshire, and
Peterhead, as well as social work students from the
University of the West of Scotland. This number had
to reduced to 200 with priority given to D&G services;
all other names were added to a waiting list which
enabled us to fill spaces if there were cancellations.
Workshops were allocated in order of preference,
with interest in all workshops extremely high. Numbers were restricted for Inside Outside and Caledonian due to the nature of the workshop and content.
The two most popular workshops are detailed below
with around 80 people registering for both.
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The conference coincided with the launch of
‘It happens here’ a child sexual exploitation campaign
for D&G and information on this was also included as
part of the main programme with a twilight event following the main conference.

Attendee Infor ma tion
Once we completed the process of allocating places confirmation emails were sent out. If cancellations were received places were quickly filled with those on the waiting list. As you can see
from the chart there was a really wide range of organisations represented with both local agencies and national in attendance. Due to information being shared via twitter we had delegates
from The YANA Project in London, people from other Community Justice Partnerships across
Scotland the National Improvement Service, Scottish Government and Community Justice Scotland.
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On the day….
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‘The day started early with the venue opening at 7.30am to let us in. Tasks were allocated, signs put up
on workshop doors, programmes for the day put on seats and sign in sheets organised.
People started arriving to set up their marketplace stalls at 8.15 with conference registration beginning at
8.30am. It was all hands on deck welcoming people on arrival, confirming workshop places and directing
people to the right rooms. Informal networking and tea and coffee were available in the marketplace on
arrival.

And we’re of f !
The Conference was opened by Gordon Pattinson,
Public Protection Manager for Dumfries & Galloway
and Chair of both the Community Justice Partnership
and the Violence Against Women and Girls Group.
Once housekeeping was complete Gordon welcomed
everyone to Dumfries & Galloway and set the scene
for the day. He also explained the conference would
be interactive, encouraging attendees to register and
use slido to answer and ask questions, evaluate
presentations and more. The use of twitter was also
supported through the use of #HurttoHope. The
graphic below shows how people felt at the start of
the day using the slido app.

The first presentation of the day came from Jo McLaughlin
from the Improvement Service in Scotland. Jo reinforced
the links between these two significant areas of work, helping raise awareness and increase understanding.
This was followed by James Docherty from the Violence
Reduction Unit. who talked about ’Putting the verb in to
Trauma Informed Practice’. James won the audience over
straight away with his direct and relaxed delivery style, relaying his own experiences of trauma growing up and how
this impacted on his future behaviour. This resulted in him
fighting his own addiction and becoming involved in the
justice system before he finally received the help and support he needed to change things, turn his own life around
and mentor others to do the same.

Chief Superintendent Paul Main was next up, reflecting on changing practices within the Police and
Trauma Informed Policing. This was followed by
the first of two workshops with Detective Superintendent Gordon McCreadie wrapping up the morning with an input on the Police Response to Domestic Abuse, including information on changes to the
law in relation to coercive control.
After a quick lunch break Linda Thompson, National
Coordinator of the Women’s Support Project talked
to the audience about Commercial Exploitation and
Violence Against Women; including prostitution and
trafficking. Despite the tough, hard hitting nature of
the subject attendees were engrossed which was
reflected in evaluations. Annette Dryburgh from the
Scottish Prison Service was next talking about the
complex needs of women in the justice system, including severe and repeated physical, sexual and
emotional abuse and victimization. Another workshop followed before an introduction to the launch
of ‘It Happens Here—a child sexual exploitation
campaign for Dumfries & Galloway. Laura Gibson,
NHS D&G and Carla Malseed NSPCC summarised
the campaign before inviting people to stay on for
the formal launch after the conference. The day
concluded with an expert panel session with questions from the audience before Gordon closed the
day with thanks to all.

Thanks to Linda for sharing
the voices of women on the
Inside Outside project. Very
thought provoking and emotive #HurtToHope

One of the many take
home messages from today ‘people don’t run to
something, they run
away from something’
#HurtToHope

‘We need to get it right
for the parents in order
to get it right for the
child’ James Docherty
#HurtToHope

View presentations at www.dgppc.com
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Evaluation; what people said
Sli.do proved to be a very popular communication tool,
enabling those attending to interact throughout the
day; it also meant we could evaluate quickly and effectively before people left for the day and see immediate
results.
People were asked to rate their workshops on a scale
of 1 to 5, with 5 being excellent. The average score
for this was 4.3, with 86% of respondents rating workshops 4 and above.

What did you learn or take away from the
workshop
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

That CSE takes in different forms
Lots of great info and local information
The importance of trauma informed practice.
Community approaches
Hearing the voices of the women and some of
the stories told in their own words brought the
issues to life and have made me think about my
own attitudes towards prostitution.
I hope to be able to challenge negative attitudes
and perceptions in future, both in my personal
and professional life
These ladies are not victims, they are caring and
kind people who have been exploited through
vulnerabilities.
More information about the Rape Crisis service.
Information about the different ways females
can experience gender-based violence and
abuse throughout the whole lifespan.

General comments on workshops:
•
•
•
•

Very informative
Very eye opening
Really good in a short space of time.
Really informative, interesting videos
which I can also use in my role. Although some
overlap with the other input.
•
Excellent day
•
Really informative
•
Very good speaker.
•
The workshop itself was very
interesting and informative, however given that
we were not able to attend every workshop, I
wish I had perhaps attended one of the other
workshops instead as there were some crossovers between the workshop and Linda’s presentation.
•
Wow! This is an amazing project. I,
naively, never thought about prostitution in such
depth.
•
Greater understanding of
partnership working that’s
required to support people
to reduce violent behaviour.
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

The Caledonian project also
works with children
About the new campaign across D&G
With regards to trauma there are lots of
little things everyone can do to make a
difference.
Great to see that D&G are using informed
trauma based practice and hoping to roll
this out over D&G.
Contact info and functions of D&G Rape
Crisis centre
I had no idea what women were enduring
in my town
Will need to look at the NES Framework.
Would like to be part of working group as
a teacher if there is an option
The difference the Caledonian project can
make.

‘We are in a search for understanding, not a search for blame….’

James Docherty

We asked and you said…….

HEADLINE NEWS
One of the main aims of the conference was to highlight the links between Community Justice and Violence Against Women so we asked that question.
94% of people said yes the conference had increased their knowledge
of the links between the two areas
5% said they already knew the links
1% said they knew about the same

What will you do differently after the conference today? (A sample of comments)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I hadn’t really thought about prostitution if legalised still being abusive, enlightened my thinking. I am definitely going to look into Aces more I am going to make sure all my staff know how to take care of their own emotions.
Feedback to my teams the Trauma informed approach and awareness of ACE's
I will question and observe more
Consider how I approach / work with staff and clients / consider trauma informed practice and how that might look
Start where I am and do what I can
Feedback to other staff about key points, definitely think more about child sexual exploitation, prostitution and new
domestic abuse laws.
Have more of an awareness of the impact of trauma. Challenge negative perceptions of women who are impacted
by violence, i.e. those involved in prostitution
Draw on lived experience
After James, look at working with parents differently and encourage school to talk to children differently
Consider how to implement trauma informed practice within local procedures and the role I have in this
Work in partnership with others to support the ACE agenda in D&G
I think about how young people childhoods impact on their adult lives due to the lack of choices
Discuss champion for trauma informed practice within service. Raise issue of commercial sexual exploitation within Service
Consider and have conversation about role of HSCP in terms of links with Community Justice and VAWG
Include partners whenever feasible
I will not be hesitant in asking the difficult but necessary questions to enable me to support individuals better.

What do you want us to do after the conference today?
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You said…..

What we’ve done so far!

Run it again for those that didn’t get a space. Run a
course on Aces & Trauma

There was a real appetite to run the conference
again and this is being investigated further.

Email slides

Presentations available on Public Protection website

Keep the links with both partnerships

Resilience screening and panel discussion
planned for Elected Members

Ensure these messages are presented to elected members, senior managers. Less emphasis on bureaucracy
and more on allowing people to do
Continue to raise awareness and provide further training
opportunities for staff

Trauma training arranged in Stranraer for the Autumn and Emotional Unstable Personality Disorder training underway.

Educate schools, teachers and pupils to be better informed.

James Docherty spoke at recent Head Teachers
Conference and a screening of Resilience took
place

More multi agency input
Keep conversations going and build on the momentum of
today!
Open this opportunity for service users
Agencies need to talk to each other there is still evidence
of singular working

Both areas of work are truly multi agency as is all
training. Contact us for more details!

This is something we haven’t taken forward yet
but needs further discussion. We are aware that
the inclusion of those with lived experience is
missing at present.

James and Laura to come in to school to deliver to staff,
pupils and parents to develop understanding.

Midlothian CSJP
Delighted to have had the chance to attend the
#HurttoHope conference in Dumfries & Galloway yesterday and hear from a wide range of passionate speakers. Real enthusiasm in the room to put trauma informed support in to practice and build compassionate,
resilient communities
#HurttoHope the best conference have ever been to!
Well done! Thanks to all for organising, speaking and
attending
The VAW team attended Dumfries & Galloway
#HurtToHope conference yesterday, exploring the
links between VAWG and Community Justice
#equallysafe

A very full and inspiring day at #HurttoHope Conference
today!

Absolutely blown away by James Docherty today at
the #HurttoHope conference….we all need to be
#AceAware

Youth Work D&G
Great day at the #HurttoHope Conference: Moving from
blame and shame to understanding. Amazing speakers
and fantastic workshops #hurttohope #CSE
#DumfriesandGalloway

@DGfire.safety
The Team attended #HurttoHope Conference yesterday in Dumfries. Very powerful presentations from
both local and National speakers with interesting
workshops.

Reflecting on ‘From Hurt to Hope’ Conference today.
One of the best conferences I have attended in recent
years. The powerful and meaningful presentations, the
positive professional networking, and how this can be
translated to working with those in our care

Sharing knowledge and learning was a huge part of the day. Following the conference we asked
those presenting and delivering workshops for their thoughts on the day.

Linda Thompson: I hope you are all well and recovered from last week. What a great event and well
done to you all. I hope last week is the beginning of further work – I think there is potential of now
drawing in more people on the issue and lots of people are keen to be involved with Inside Outside
when we organise it for down there and also for any further training. Thanks very much for the
chance to be there and part of it.
James Docherty: Well done on a wonderful informative conference, and thanks for having me. For
future events i would always give a voice to people who have lived experience of the issues you are
trying to address. It puts the theory and concepts to reality and also gives practitioners a sense of validation that they get results, we know that sometimes practitioners never get to see the fruit of their
labour because the results are decades in the making. Its always a blessing to reflect back to them,
that what they do works. Many thanks
Jill Osborne: HUGE congratulations to you and everyone involved in organising today’s conference.
What a fantastic event in a venue which felt really conducive to participation, creative thinking and
above all for listening to the wonderful speakers.
Often these things can be pathologically stuffy or feel corporate with a sense of professional aloofness: that certainly wasn’t the case today, there was a real sense of community and shared outcomes
and for me it was a valuable networking opportunity. Brilliant day, can’t wait to catch up with you
about it.
Annette Dryburgh: – I was slightly overwhelmed by the other speakers who were excellent and I really have learned and passed on many of their messages to my colleagues. The event was really well
organised and the workshops and facilitators were also very passionate and informative. Well done to
you and Kerry for organising.
Laura Gibson: Thank you very much once again for the opportunity to launch the CSE campaign and
deliver workshops as part of the conference programme. I found the event extremely engaging, particularly James’s input. Delighted to have been a small part of such a fantastic event, very well done
ladies!

CHALLENGES & WHAT WE WOULD DO DIFFERENTLY
Funding
As with everything funding proved challenging. Partners across the Community Justice Partnership have
supported us in the creation of a small development
fund and agreed that this could be used to support
the conference. All speakers and those delivering
workshops agreed to do so free of charge but this
was largely down to relationships and luck! If we are
to consider running future conference events a dedicated budget would be required.
Support Resource/Time Constraints
The conference was supported and coordinated by
two people in addition to their main job role. This
included all administrative tasks from taking and responding to bookings, sourcing and agreeing a venue, organising the marketplace, contacting all speakers, allocating workshops etc. As you can imagine
this was extremely time consuming and identified
support should be in place for further events.

Include those with lived experience
This was mentioned by James Docherty in his feedback and would undoubtably add value to future
events. At present there are no lived experience
groups established in Dumfries and Galloway which
is something we would like to see change. There
may be opportunities to link this work through that
of recovery communities and the Alcohol and Drug
Partnership.
Room Layout
There was a slight issue with having two workshops
taking place in the main auditorium. Both workshops were heavily subscribed which created noise,
impacting on both. This could be resolved by booking the venue earlier, enabling us to secure the use
of a further space.
Filming and sharing the conference
In hindsight it would have been a good idea to film
the conference and share it on the new Public Protection website; demand for places was extremely
high and this would have helped all of those interested to get a taste of the day.
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A final word
Now the conference is over we asked some of our key partners to reflect on the day and
asked if it had impacted their practice in anyway. Below is a selection of comments:

As you know, I found the Hurt to Hope a hugely
enjoyable conference. The opportunity to network with colleagues from other organisations
was enormous, and it was positive that we were
able to create new professional networks.
It was encouraging to be hearing from speakers
who had lived experience in many ways. Not only
from a personal trauma and resilience perspective,
but to hear speakers talk about their experience
of culture change within their organisation was
positive, and gave us a lot to think about.
Locally, we have started exploring the potential
working opportunities with external partners in
relation to violence, trauma and resilience and this
work has been a direct result of the Hurt to Hope
conference.
Overall, the conference was outstanding, and that
is testament to the work that you and your team
put in for the months ahead of the event itself.
I look forward to the next event!

Keith Waddell
Head of Operations, HMP Dumfries

I thought it was a fantastic day – well done again to
you and Vikki for all the hard work that went into organising it and making it such a success!
Only positive feedback from me – I thought the
range of presentations and workshops worked really
well and the whole event felt very interactive which
is never easy. I thought Linda and James’ inputs in
particular were really strong – at times I felt like I
was at a TED talk!

Supporting people to recover from their experiences before, during and after contact with
the justice system is a fundamental principle
of the community justice model. The conference theme “from hurt to hope” caught my attention and I was looking forward to hearing
from policy makers and practitioners about
how this was being implemented in Dumfries
and Galloway. I wasn’t disappointed. The mix
of strategic, front line and personal experiences brought the issues to life and highlighted
the importance of listening and learning from
all perspectives. The conference showcased
the strong links between the work of the community justice and public protection partnerships and it was great to see so many examples of multi-agency working and thinking. An
excellent day.
Dawn Whieldon, Improvement
Lead, Community Justice

I attended the conference with a number of
colleagues from Police Scotland, who I know
through conversation really enjoyed the day.
The venue was excellent, with the organising
and planning for what was an emotive and
thought provoking day evident from the outset. I enjoyed each speaker and felt that irrespective of your organisation or background
you would take away something to consider. Linking childhood trauma, the effect of
ACEs to that child's development and how
they can be treated in society, and more specifically the criminal justice system was enlightening. As police service and society I believe the importance of such conferences in
educating those of us who work across our
partnerships is essential and we can only
benefit in understanding and links between
Violence Against Women and Girls and our
responsibilities to Community Justice.

T/Chief Inspector Bryan Lee

Galloway Area Commander
Dumfries & Galloway Division
Police Scotland

Maybe you could provide an update about this at
the next VAW Network meeting for any VAW Partnership leads who are thinking about organising
something similar…? Congratulations again!

Joanna McLaughlin
National Coordinator - Violence Against
Women Network

A huge thanks to Dumfries
Baptist Church Centre for the
fabulous venue and support
throughout.
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SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT CONSULTATION – STRATEGIC POLICE
PRIORITIES - COMMUNITY PLANNING PARTNERSHIP RESPONSE
1.

Background

1.1 The Scottish Government has launched its consultation on a new set of Strategic Police
Priorities, to set the high-level strategic direction for policing in Scotland.
1.2 The Police and Fire Reform (Scotland) Act 2012 enables Scottish Ministers to set these
high-level priorities for the policing of Scotland and the carrying out of the Scottish Police
Authority’s (SPA) functions.
1.3 A commitment to revisit these is included in the 2018-19 Programme for Government. We
are reviewing them, in light of the further significant developments which have taken place in
policing over that time, and in advance of SPA’s own refresh of its Strategic Police Plan to be
published next year.
1.4 To develop the six draft Priorities, the Scottish Government has engaged with a number of
key partners, including the SPA, Police Scotland, Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary in
Scotland (HMICS), the Police Investigation and Review Commissioner, COSLA (official level),
the Scottish Police Federation and the Association of Scottish Police Superintendents.
1.5 The consultation will run until 4 October 2019, and the new Priorities are expected to be
published in November.
2.

Proposed Strategic Police Priorities

2.1 The proposed Priorities are as follows:
Crime and Security – prioritises prevention, investigation, equality and human rights to support
positive criminal justice outcomes, respond to current and emerging threats and maintain public
order.
Confidence – continues to inspire public trust by being ethical, open and transparent,
evidencing performance against outcomes, and building on a positive reputation at a local,
national and international level.
Partnerships – works proactively with partners to maintain safe communities and support
improved outcomes for individuals, increasing resilience and addressing vulnerability.
Sustainability – adapts to present and plans for future social and economic circumstances,
considering the environmental impact of policing and its operations.
People – values, supports, engages and empowers a diverse workforce to lead and deliver high
quality services.
Evidence – uses evidence to develop services and addresses current and emerging demands,
ensuring that the right capacity and skills are in place to deliver high performing and innovative
services.
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2.2 Key questions for the response are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
2.3

To what extent do the revised Strategic Police Priorities meet your expectations for what
the Scottish Police Authority and the Police Service should focus on in the future?
Do the revised Strategic Police Priorities reflect your needs?
Do the revised Strategic Police Priorities reflect the needs of your community?
Do you agree that the revised Strategic Police Priorities should be in place for a period of
6 years?
How do you think the progress towards delivering the Strategic Police Priorities should be
measured?
The full consultation documents can be accessed below.

https://consult.gov.scot/safer-communities/review-of-strategic-police-priorities
2.4 The Strategic Police Priorities partial equality impact assessment key findings were:
The initial summary of findings from our work so far indicates no adverse impact across equality
strands. Initial findings also indicated that the draft Strategic Police Priorities were viewed
positively and the intention and purpose of the themes of the priorities were inclusive and
supportive of equality issues. In addition, the specific priorities focusing on People, Confidence
and Partnerships all aim to strengthen the community focus of policing, ensuring that the needs
of all individuals are reflected in policing decisions.
In line with the operational independence of the police service, the SPPs do not direct day-today operations. However, the Strategic Police Plan prepared by the SPA must have regard to
the Strategic Police Priorities, and the Annual Police Plan prepared by the Chief Constable in
turn sets out activity which will contribute to achieving the objectives set out in the Strategic
Police Plan.
This ‘golden thread’ ensures there is consistency across police planning. We expect that further
impact assessments will be carried out by the SPA and Police Scotland in the development of
the Strategic Police Plan and the Annual Police Plan, where more specific objectives and
actions will be laid out. The SPA1 and Police Scotland2 also both publish progress reports
against their respective equality outcomes.
This EQIA and the draft Strategic Police Priorities take account of available information on
policing and its impact in relation to each of the protected characteristics
Full assessment on the following link: Partial Equality Impact Assessment/Children’s Rights and
Wellbeing Impact Assessment

1
2

http://www.spa.police.uk/assets/128635/397026/551770
https://www.scotland.police.uk/assets/pdf/138327/243045/mainstreaming-report-2017-2019?view=Standard
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3. Recommendation
Members of the Board are invited to:
3.1 note the consultation on Strategic Police Priorities and provide comments; and
3.2 remit the final response to be agreed by the Chair of the Executive Group in liaison with the
Chair and Vice Chair of the CPP Board.
Andrew Reed, Policy Officer, Dumfries and Galloway Council
Richard Grieveson, Head of Safe and Healthy Communities, Dumfries and Galloway Council
5 September 2019
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FUTURE PROGRAMME FOR THE COMMUNITY PLANNING PARTNERSHIP
BOARD
1. Background
This report presents the remaining Work progamme for 2019.
2. Key issues
2.1 The dates and venues for the CPP Board in 2019 have continued to move around our
region. While plans to engage with neighbouring CPP Boards have not proved possible this
year, it is intended that this will be pursued for 2020. The final meeting of the year is scheduled
to take place in Wigtown, to accommodate the participation of representatives of the
Wigtownshire Health and Social Care pilot.
2.2 Programme of business - the reports required for our Performance Framework have been
scheduled into the programme, along with other anticipated reports. (Appendix).
3. Recommendations
The CPP Board is invited to agree the arrangements for the final meeting in 2019.
Liz Manson, Community Planning and Engagement Manager
5 September 2019

Appendices - 1
CPP Board proposed work programme – 1 November 2019
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DUMFRIES & GALLOWAY COMMUNITY PLANNING PARTNERSHIP BOARD
WORK PROGRAMME 2019
As at 5 September 2019
Friday 1 November Wigtown

Work Programme
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business Update
Current Key Strategic Issues
Annual Dumfries and Galloway Community Planning
Improvement Plan
Local Outcomes Improvement Plan Annual Report
2018/19
Locality Plan on Food Sharing Annual Report
2018/19
Wigtownshire Health and Social Care Pilot
Locality Partnerships Review and next steps
Update on the Child Poverty Action Plan 2019/20

Note: the current Key Strategic Issues report covers:
- Anti-Poverty Strategy
- Children’s Services Plan
- Community Justice Improvement Plan
- Community Learning and Development Partners’ Strategic Plan
- Health and Social Care Strategic Plan
- Local Development Plan 2
- Local Housing Strategy
- Regional Economic Strategy
- Regional Transport Strategy
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